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Abstract 

Within the Swedish Police Authority, physical users’ actions within all systems that manage 

sensitive information, are registered and sent to an audit log. The audit log contains log entries that 

consist of information regarding the events that occur by the performing user. This means that the 

audit log continuously manages massive amounts of data which is collected, processed and stored. 

For the police authority, the audit log may be useful for proving a digital trail of something that 

has occurred.  

An audit log is based upon the collected data from a security log. Security logs can collect data 

from most of the available systems and applications. It provides the availability for the organization 

to implement network surveillance over the digital assets where logs are collected in real-time which 

enables the possibility to detect any intrusion over the network. Furthermore, additional assets that 

log events are generated from are security software, firewalls, operating systems, workstations, 

networking equipment, and applications. 

The actors in a court of law usually don’t possess the technical knowledge required to interpret a 

log events since they can contain variable names, unparsed data or undefined values. This 

emphasizes the need for a user-friendly artifact of the audit log events that facilitates its use.  

Researching a way of displaying the current data format and displaying it in an improved 

presentable manner would be beneficial as an academic research by producing a generalizable 

model. In addition, it would prove useful for the internal investigations of the police authority since 

it was formed by their needs. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

By the increasing number of digitalized information sources and tools that replace work tasks, we 

interact more and more with information technology (Regeringskansliet, 2015). This unveils the 

area of management and use of the digital assets, and if the user is using it in an appropriate manner. 

Since some organizational systems manage and access sensitive data, there are guidelines and rules 

on how to properly use a system. These regulations take the form of policies called Acceptable Use 

Policies (AUP) which can be applied to an entire organization or department. For a user to access 

an asset, they usually must sign an acknowledgement of having read and agreed to the AUP 

(Murphy, 2015). If a person would divert from the policy and use the digital asset inappropriately, 

it’s important that there are means of detecting and proving that the event occurred.  

A log is a register of events that has taken place within an application, system or network.  They 

consist of rows called log entries, and a log entry contains data relevant to the event that has 

occurred (Kent & Souppaya, 2006). The structure of the log entries may vary depending on the log 

since they might be used for different purposes. Some logs are strictly utilized for reviewing system 

functionality or troubleshooting software complications (Janssen, 2019). 

For most IT-artifacts such as applications, log collecting and registering events is an included 

integration in the development of the software (Skowronski, 2019). This improves and enables the 

use of debugging and understanding the code by structuring the registration of what happens - in 

the sequence it happens (Watson, 2019). The same function of creating a traceable trail of the 

activity within an application also provides multiple uses besides debugging. They can also be used 

for identifying and analyzing human behavior and intention.  

Within the department of internal investigations at the Swedish Police Authority, logs can be used 

as a supportive measure (Polismyndigheten, 2017). The logs are structured in a format that 

primarily includes information relevant to the activities that were performed by the user. The logs 

that obtain this format are usually referred to as audit logs (Cobb, 2011).  

The issue that occurs with the audit logs is with the process of using the audit log data for legal 

processes. When it’s presented as evidence in the court of law, they’re always displayed in raw data 

to provide as much reliability of its integrity as possible. Most importantly, it provides assurance 

that it’s not tampered with (Falk & Lindblom, 2005). This implies that they usually require technical 

knowledge and understanding in order to be interpreted, which may influence the result of a legal 

case. This increases the demand for making the data presented in a more user-friendly way. 
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1.2. Problematization 

Audit log events are presented in a tabular format, just as any other kind of log. This is due to it 

being the most efficient way of managing and presenting data. However, when a table contains a 

large number of rows and columns that contain values and variables that are technical, it challenges 

the efficiency of a tabular format.  

The following figure is an example of events within an extracted audit log event data. It’s portrayed 

as a table within Microsoft Excel.  

 

Figure 1: Cropped example of extracted audit log event data. The data is fictional and random and is not targeted towards any specific object or 
individual. 

Most of the values within the columns are meaningless without any pre-existing knowledge or 

general technical understanding. This challenge the perception of the events and the idea of what 

they are. In addition, the lack of values from some columns also creates inconsistency in the events 

which may be confusing. During a case of a data breach, most of the events that have occurred 

within a specified time frame are considered relevant until they’re reviewed. Therefore, there may 

be cases of having between thousand events to hundreds of thousands. This causes an information 

overload with the receiver where they’re given a massive amount of information. 
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To further illustrate the problem, the following figure is shown. Even though it might seem like a 

large amount, this figure only includes two hundred rows that represent log entries and the number 

of columns is similar to the ones used by the Swedish Police Authority.  

 

Figure 2: Example of the entirety of extracted audit log event data. 

To support the problem that occurs, there’s documentation by Kent & Souppaya (2006) from the 

National Institute of Standards that mentions the following: 

Inconsistent log formats and data field representations also present challenges to 

people reviewing logs, who need to understand the meaning of various data fields in 

each log to perform a thorough review. (p.23) 

The above quote confirms challenges of log data and how they’re difficult to use for actors that 

doesn’t possess the knowledge or understanding.  

1.3. Objective 

Presenting and using audit log data in a raw form from an excel file serves its purpose since it 

maintains its authenticity and integrity, which is vital within the judicial system. Although, the data 

describe events in sequence, they can be visualized by a data visualization design structure.                                                             

The goal of this thesis is to design a data visualization artifact that visualizes the event log data and 

its sequence to facilitate and support its use as evidence by prosecutors in the court of law. The 

design must maintain the integrity of the data to assure that it cannot be questioned as evidence of 

a digital trail. In addition, design principles are to be identified for future studies in the same area. 
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1.4. Research Gap 

In the field of audit logs and visualizing data, there have been previous studies as well as 

recommendations and software for its display and use. Although, the academic work, focuses on 

the quantitative side of log events. The common outcome of such documented work compiles the 

data to find a pattern that can be used in diagrams to describe the behavior of an individual. An 

example of such study is written by Alawadhi (Alawadhi, 2015) which targets the potential of audit 

log data by visualization in graphs. Another work made by Hoagland et al., 1995 (Hoagland, Wee, 

& Levitt, 1995), describes how audit log data is transformed into a visual representation by a custom 

audit browsing tool. 

In addition, there are no academic publications researching the ways of visualizing audit log data 

that provides a sequential and qualitative description of the events for facilitating its use as a 

supportive measure to evidence in auditing.  

1.5. Research Question 

This study would focus on the research question  

“How can audit log data be visualized to facilitate its use in legal auditing? “ 

To produce a suitable design artifact, the study would focus on the current use of log event data as 

evidence and the data types of the attributes with a focus on the demands and needs of actors and 

stakeholders. This classifies the study as a design study with a focus on identifying the key principles 

of how the design of the visualization of data would look and include.  

1.6. Delimitation 

The research question was made with the following delimitation: 

- The conducted research was directed towards the auditing needs of prosecutors and 

analysts. This excluded actors such as judges and a common member of a court audience.  

- The visualization assumes that the user had access to the systems and objects since the 

details of the authorization or success in performing the system event were not included.   
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2. Theory 

This chapter will include theory regarding the definition of data, how logging works, the use of it 

as a digital trail, normalization of data, and lastly, design and the design for data visualization. These 

parts were needed to address the entirety of the area that this study concerns.  

2.1. Data 

Data can take many forms such as alphabetical characters, numbers or symbols and they’re used in 

a context to provide a reader with information. It can be regarded as objective facts where it only 

itemizes matters of events. Data can be used to give a reader an understanding of a situation where 

it’s used as a foundation of information (Davenport & Prusak, 2005). When the data is given 

meaning - it’s transformed into information (Toumi, 2000).  

2.1.1. Metadata 

Metadata can be defined as structured data about data. The metadata is primarily a descriptive form 

of some other object (Sicilia, 2014). There can be metadata of digital images such as jpeg or png 

files. The metadata could therefore be the date it was taken and the location. Metadata is widely 

used for describing digital items since the digital items are just a bunch of coherent data, the 

metadata simply describes the “object”.  

2.2. Logging 

A log can be defined as a record or a register of events that has occurred. This function of 

registering events and storing them in a list is highly valuable within the world of IT since it would 

enable analytics, debugging, review of network performance, auditing and much more 

(Technopedia, 2019).  

2.2.1. Log files 

Logs can be collected from software, hardware, networks, systems or other forms of platforms that 

are used to generate, send, store, analyze and delete log data (Kent & Souppaya, 2006). When the 

logs are generated, they usually take the form of unstructured text that’s written by the console 

commands in the source code, like a free-text string (He, Zhu, He, Li, & Lyu, 2018; Fu, Lou, Wang, 

& Li, 2009). This makes the logs hard to read and to use for analytics. Therefore, raw text messages 

are processed by parsing software that removes any unnecessary characters such as pipes “|” or 

hyphen‐minus”– “, or even adds characters depending on the desired log structure (Ghiasvand & 

Ciorba, 2018).  

Logs provide a vast amount of opportunities when it comes to analytics, understanding behavior 

and other purposes (Ghiasvand & Ciorba, 2018). In addition to the use of audit log event data as 

digital trail, it has another potential of finding data patterns as in data mining.  

2.2.2. Infrastructure and Architecture 

The log data is then processed through an architecture structure where there are different tiers. 

The tiers are different levels of processing and managing the log data. Depending on the 

organization’s infrastructure and preferences, the details of the architecture varies (Sabnis, 2018). 

The fundamental and most common tiers within log management are log generation, log analysis 

and storage, log monitoring (Kent & Souppaya, 2006). 
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The generation of logs tier focuses on the hosts that generate the log data. In some cases, client 

applications for logging can be run by the hosts which make their log data available through 

networks to log servers in the second tier. In other cases, the hosts allow servers to authenticate to 

them and retrieve copies of the log files (Kent & Souppaya, 2006). The generated log files are 

unstructured log data, since their original format hasn’t been adapted to be read - just transmitted. 

An unstructured log data file can either take the form of a free text-string that expresses an event, 

or it can be a parameter that displays system attributes (Fu, Lou, Wang, & Li, 2009). 

The second tier, Analyzing and Storing, contains either one or more servers that receive log data 

from the hosts of tier one. The log data can be transmitted to the servers in real-time, or in some 

cases, in batches with a limited amount of data on a specified schedule. The servers that collect the 

data from log generators can be referred to as aggregators (Kent & Souppaya, 2006).  

With the third architectural tier of log management, it focuses on monitoring and analyzing the log 

data and the results. In this tier, reports are also meant to be generated for further analysis. If there 

would be a situation where log data hasn’t been collected or is unavailable, the tiers can be skipped 

for the administrator can go to the log source directly (Kent & Souppaya, 2006).   

2.2.3. Log functions 

Within a log management infrastructure, there are multiple functions that enable storing, disposing 

and analyzing log data. The functions are carried out in a manner that doesn’t affect the of the log 

files. Common functions for log management are to structure the logs by filtering and aggregating 

the log events. Screening out events that don’t contain parts of interest and combining the events 

that consist of the same information (Kent & Souppaya, 2006).  

2.3. Digital Trail 

When using any kind of digital device, there’s a large chance that there’s a log registering the events 

that occurred. This leaves a digital trail of what’s happened (Techterms, 2019). This applies to the 

most common digital uses now by sending emails, ordering food online or even transferring files 

to a hard drive. 

2.3.1. Digital forensics  

Forensics is an approach of solving a legal situation (Sammons, 2012). Digital forensics is a sort of 

forensic branch that focuses on producing digital evidence. The evidence can originate from data 

on devices like computers and mobile devices. The evidence is also collectable from other kinds of 

hardware and software (National Institute of Standards & Technology, 2018). In addition to 

computers and mobile devices, evidence can be collected from networks and firewalls.  

The activities that occur within the different kinds of hardware and software often create a digital 

trace of what’s occurred (Lalla, Flowerday, Sanyamahwe, & Tarwireyi, 2017). If a device has the 

standard format and has a proper configuration, each action that’s occurred could leave proof in 

the form of logs. The logs are very helpful when trying to identify a user’s intention and behavior 

(Zawoad, Dutta, & Hasan, 2013). Being able to analyze logs from various sources is vital when it 

comes to digital forensics (Zawoad, Dutta, & Hasan, 2013).  
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2.3.2. Security log 

Security logs differ from other system logs by focusing on collecting relevant information to a 

security event that takes place within networks and systems. The generated logs can be from 

sources such as antivirus software, firewalls, intrusion detection, OS (operating systems), servers, 

workstations, network equipment, and applications (Kent & Souppaya, 2006). 

2.3.3. Audit log 

For audit logs, the main objective is consisting of relevant information to the events of what a 

specific user does (Greene, 2018). Compared to a security log, that captures specific events and the 

data relevant to them.  

Key data variables that should be included in an audit log from a health care system are the 

following (Greene, 2018):  

• When: When an event took place, date and time data must be collected. 

• Object ID: The accessed objects identification number to identify what the individual 

saw and did within the system. 

• Where: The building or department provides information of where the individual 

carried out the activity. 

• Department: The unit that resides in the identified building or department.   

• Who: The username, identification number or personnel name.   

• Role: The role of the user, their level of permission. This is included to display if the 

individual was supposed to have access to the read information. 

• Device: The device used by the individual to access the object information. This is 

relevant when proving that the individual was the one performing the task at the 

mentioned device.  

• System: In which system the event took place.  

• Event type: The kind of type of event that took place. Since in applications the 

different actions are in different categories, it’s important to know the type of event’s 

being carried 

The event type within a log usually follows standard of CRUD of specifying the operation that was 

carried out in the system. CRUD is an abbreviation for the system operations ‘Create, Read, 

Update, and Delete’. Create indicates that a new value is added. Read, means that the data of an 

object is retrieved and displayed. The Update operation updates the content field of a pre-existing 

value, providing it with a new one. The Delete event deletes, often indicating removing 

permanently, existing values (Truica, Radulescu, Boicea, & Bucur, 2018).  

2.3.4. Log integrity 

Audit log data can, just as physical evidence, be used in the court of law as contribution to prove 

someone’s innocence or guilt depending on situation. And just as physical evidence can be 

tampered with, so can audit log data (Falk & Lindblom, 2005). This unveils an area of the integrity 

of event data.  

In order to use log data as evidence, it should not be manipulated or changed in any way. This is 

due to the need of retaining the integrity and value of the log events, and to present an audit trail. 
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It’s important since it can be a determining factor of the result of a court case (Falk & Lindblom, 

2005). Even as soon as the audit log data is extracted from a system for analytics, its value decreases.   

2.4. Normalization 

In order to produce a sensible understanding of attributes and their relationships they’re exposed 

to normalization. Normalization is meant for making the stored data efficiently managed and used 

for its purpose of the organization. It usually focuses on minimizing redundancy, using logical 

attributes that are coherent, and limiting the number of attributes (Connolly & Begg, 2009). This 

also includes functions such as translating log data to a common log format that facilitates analytics 

as well as identifying relations. 

2.4.1. Functional Dependency 

Within relational database management, two attributes can have a relation together. This relation 

specifies that one of them is dependent on the other. This is referred to as functional dependency. 

In addition, if they’re both dependent on each other, it’s called full functional dependency 

(Connolly & Begg, 2009). 

Functional dependency is relevant when it comes to understanding the consequences of changing 

an attribute as it influences other attributes (Connolly & Begg, 2009). This can be reviewed by 

having two attributes. Attribute A and B. If attribute A has been given a value and attribute B 

doesn’t change its value, A is not dependent on B. However, if B has been given a value which 

automatically changes the value of A - A is dependent on B. The same logic applies to full functional 

dependency.   

2.5. Data Visualization 

Visualizing data is about enabling individuals to see and experience a form of data from a new 

perspective. It provides the possibility of enriching the effect of the data to the reader, giving the 

desired effect more leverage (Kirk, 2012).  

At the start of creating a design for visualizing data, the fundamental factor to determine is the 

functionality. The reason for this is to specify its purpose and goal – why it’s being designed (Kirk, 

2012). An example would be that before drawing a path on a map, the direction needs to be known 

beforehand.   

When designing data visualization designs, there’s always a desired effect on the reader. They 

usually have a specific audience to appeal to, where they can invoke emotions or simply provide a 

clear display of data without any deeper intention. A simple design that’s strictly adapted to the 

situation can take the form of being pragmatic and analytical (Kirk, 2012). 

Any of the available visualization tools such as coloring, fonts, and shapes should not be a 

distraction that confuses the reader or counteracts their work. Visualization should aid and facilitate 

the interpretation (Kirk, 2012). This also includes how visualizing can have the opposite effect by 

aiding too much where the visualization method diverts from its main functionality.  

There are different kinds of types of data visualization structures. The main difference between 

them is the function that’s intended. Some functions are meant to explain to the reader what the 

data is, in a specific perspective. This is referred to as explanatory data visualization. This type of 
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visualization includes a thorough understanding of the audience with a design focus of the primary 

area of use (Kirk, 2012). Furthermore, this is not to be confused with exploratory data visualization 

where there’s no specific perspective, and where the reader must investigate through the presented 

data to themselves create a context to what’s being shown.  

When establishing the data visualization design, the format of the data and the scalability of the 

data types are to be reviewed and categorized. Therefore, it’s vital that example data is available to 

work iteratively with by testing and using it (Kirk, 2012).  

The data types are important to be familiar with to identify their main contribution and their 

scalability. This is including what kind of values that are accepted into the different attributes as 

well as the range of the values. The reason for this is to identify the variables that are going to be 

used which limits environment of what can and what cannot be made (Kirk, 2012).  

It’s common for the data from the attributes to be transformed from its original value to provide 

improved quality and enable better analysis (Kirk, 2012). Furthermore, this implies that the raw 

data can be processed to produce a different result rather than the one from its original form.  

The types of transformations that occur for enabling enhanced visualizations and analysis are (Kirk, 

2012): 

• Separating values from data types. Also called parsing. As an example, a datatype such 

as date can have a format of including the time, date and year. Depending on the 

purpose and intention of the data visualization design, the year might only be preferred 

to only be displayed.  

• Adding values from attributes together to create a separate value. This can be used 

when a title or name is to be displayed and there are attributes containing values from 

first name, middle name and profession. 

• Making qualitative data into specified values or summarizing them into single words.  

• Enabling new values to be created from other. Implying that if a value of the attribute 

title/profession mentions being CEO, a value of ranking the individuals’ importance or 

level of income can be created.  

• Using a percentage calculation. Could be used of calculating the percentage between 

two values. As an example, calculating how many individuals at a company are 

registered as male. 

• Excluding data that’s not relevant to the visualization. Depending on what data that’s 

excluded can affect the result of the visualization design negatively. This is another 

reason to identify the relations that exists between the attributes  

When there’s a vast amount of data and multiple variables available, it can be useful to filter the 

data that’ll be used. This is to adapt the presented data into the angle of desired effect, as well 

ensure that it has a reasonable and limited potential. Including all the data is called a full resolution, 

and by selecting data based upon specific criteria is called filtered resolution (Kirk, 2012).  

When the attributes and the selected types of transformation of the values have been specified, the 

attributes need to be labeled by how they differentiate and behave. This is made by identifying a 

pattern. The key areas that are focused on are the consistency of the values, how often it changes, 
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if there’s a specific pattern for the way the values rise or fall, if there are any underlying events that 

has affected the result. In addition, the connection between the attributes should be identified. This 

is used to see if there are any correlations or connections between them which enables a better 

design possibility (Kirk, 2012). Therefore, the data specifications label the level of dynamics of the 

attributes.  

When the details of the shape and use of attributes has been established, the anatomy and 

fundamentals of the structure of the visualization are specified. This is made by creating data 

questions that clarifies and emphasizes the purpose of the data visualization design. The data 

questions are formed by the answer that’s desired. In addition, the design is divided into two areas 

– the representation and presentation. The representation of data revolves the area of how the data 

will take shape. This defines if the design will be in a graph type or any other type. The presentation 

of data is the visual layer of how it will appear with the surface qualities such as color, location and 

use of attributes, shading (Kirk, 2012).  
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With data representation and presentation, the factors affecting the interpretation by the reader can 

be referred to as visual cues. They’re all differently valued, and their role is vital with the message 

that’s meant to relayed (Yau, 2013). Before committing to producing design all the visual cues 

should be reviewed to identify if they’re applicable or not.  

 

Figure 3: The nine most common visual cues (Yau, 2013). 

For analyzing data, the data needs to be perceived efficiently. Since the visual cues have different 

values and importance as previously mentioned, they can be ranked by the impact they have on the 

reader (Cleveland & McGill, 1985). 

 

Figure 4: The visual cues, excluding Shapes, ranked depending on their accuracy in perception (Cleveland & McGill, 1985; Yau, 2013). 
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When selecting a color for representing data in the presentation part of the design, multiple 

different colors are preferred for qualitative data, and not quantitative. This is due to color affecting 

the data a person reads and interprets (Kirk, 2012). 

Depending on the color, it affects the readers psychological state such as behavior and emotion. 

Between the colors red, yellow, green and blue, the colors that tend to arouse an individual the 

most are red and yellow. This is due to them providing a larger state-anxiety effect. The color red 

can provoke excitement and simulation. Whereas blue is considered to provide a sense of security 

and comfortability (Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). 

When focusing on the tools of aiding the user in enabling a design that’s easy to follow it’s 

important to assure that the design has a compelling title. It has to have a well written introduction 

that explains its context, explanation for colors and shapes, information regarding the attributes of 

what they are, where the data was taken from and if the data has been processed (Kirk, 2012). 

Before committing to a data representation method, the method of what will be portrayed needs 

to be determined. This implies that the method must be based upon the purpose of the 

visualization. A situation where the relations and patterns of behavior take place of multiple of 

attributes is classified as “Plotting Connections and Relationships”. This method of data visualization 

usually includes an elaborate design which tends to have an exploratory data structure (Kirk, 2012).  

2.6. Design 

To make sure that data is presented in a proper way and that it fulfills the needs and demands that 

exists, it’s important that the design is revised and produced with a valid and reliable theoretical 

framework. The design methodology would have eased the production of the design proposal in 

the sense of it providing an actual and realistic view where available resources are taken into 

consideration. In order to assure that the correct design methodology is chosen it needs to be 

adapted for IT-systems and the general IT-environment.  

2.6.1. Prototype 

The final product of a good design isn’t instantly created from nothing. It’s produced by multiple 

and different design forms that are sketches and prototypes. A prototype is a visualized example 

of an idea. It provides with the possibility of evaluating the idea in an early draft, enabling actors 

and stakeholders to give feedback (Arvola, 2014).  

The main reason to work with a prototype driven development is because it’s impossible of 

specifying the functions, design and demands on a useful artifact in the beginning (Arvola, 2014). 

Hence, a prototype driven focus is usually carried out in an iterative manner.  

2.6.2. Information design 

When an individual interprets data – an understanding in the form of an image or figure is created. 

Depending on the elements of data and how they are presented, the impression and effect on the 

reader varies (Petterson, 2002). In addition, the meaning of the interpreted data also depends on 

the perspective and the pre-determined attitude the individual has towards the said image or figure 

(Floridi, 2010). 
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Information design is the guideline and framework to organizing the elements of data (Coates & 

Ellison, 2014). The structure of the data can be supported by the information design guidelines to 

provide a design that’s giving the reader an impression more than just the one provided by the 

surface of the object (Coates & Ellison, 2014).  

For situations where the reader does not understand the plain information because of a cultural or 

expertise difference, information design acts like a bridge that closes the gap between not 

understanding and understanding (Coates & Ellison, 2014). 

2.6.3. Visual management  

Since a diagram or chart facilitates reading and interpreting data, it’s important that the data is not 

too complex in its structure and shape. Therefore, managing the visual attention in graphic displays 

is important. Visual management focuses on how the displayed artifact makes the reader respond 

effectively to it. With a well-designed structure that understands the nature of the data and 

attributes, the efficacy of the graph or chart is improved (Roda, 2011).  

When understanding the visual perception of data - how it’s read and translated by the user, the 

behavior and logical structure of the presentation needs to be understood. This is to not counteract 

the logical eye movement pattern when following a specific event or making an object hard to 

distinguish or confusing (Roda, 2011).  

2.6.4. Human-Centered design 

A design that focuses on solving the problems and fulfilling the demands and needs of individuals 

is regarded as human-centered design (IDEO, 2015). This emphasizes the importance of having 

the empathy and time to understand the respondents to assure that the produced result is useful 

and effective.  

Human-centered design is not made from a single draft, since it’s impossible to completely create 

the perfect design instantaneously. After a design draft or prototype has been produced, they’re 

iteratively showed to the user to produce feedback and opinions (IDEO, 2015). In addition, during 

a design process it’s common that ideas are produced rapidly, where it’s beneficial of involving the 

user to have them give input on what idea suits them the most. This saves time and produces a 

more suitable result.  
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2.6.5. User-Centered Legal Design 

User-centered legal design focuses on providing an improved communication possibility within 

policies, options and processes within the legal world (Hagan, 2015). This center around creating 

a design that’s holistic, in plain text, and consists of a strong visual composition (Hagan, 2015).  

 

Figure 5: An overview of the six orders of Legal Design sorted by the level of ambition parallel to the type of design (Hagan, 2015). 

The Visual Design segment in figure 5 consists of the parts ‘Plain Language’ and ‘Visual 

Composition’. Both parts focus on providing a visual effect where the typography and terminology 

are jargon-free. Furthermore, the segment also implies that the composition of the information is 

in a clean and easy to interpret formats, providing a balanced text (Hagan, 2015). A jargon-free 

design is a design that is understandable by individuals who doesn’t need to have specialized 

knowledge in an area. 

The second part of figure 5 consists of four levels of standards. The standards focus on making 

the designed product responsive when making sense of information, providing supportive 

measures for making decisions, enabling an easy-going experience through usage, reforming 

procedures, rules, form and organizations into being more user-friendly and intuitive (Hagan, 

2015). The interactive functional design part focuses more on the design and structure of software. 

When producing a new idea of improving a legal service more effectively, it’s important to 

understand that the law works strictly and systematically, and that the law as a system can be 

regarded as inconvenient to the standards of user experience (Rostain, Skalbeck, & Mulcahy, 2013). 
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Therefore, the design must be adapted to the environment of the law world to assure that the 

prototype has room for functionality and use.  

To assure effective communication of legal design, the challenges of the communication situation 

must be dealt with (Rostain, Skalbeck, & Mulcahy, 2013). In the legal world, it’s common for legal 

jargon to be freely spoken among colleagues and other individuals in the legal world. However, 

with services and products that will be used in a professional manner, they’re to be adapted to 

language and its level to the users as well as removing unnecessary and knowledge requiring 

terminology.  

When designing for the court of law there are three key principles to focus on. They are to inspire 

stakeholders and actors in the court to make them feel as a part of the new product when producing 

new ideas. The second principle is to test the ideas and the sketches of the prototype with the related 

users from the legal world continuously through the design process. The last principle focuses on 

how the integration of the design can be adapted to a company’s structure (Young, 2011). 
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2.6.6. Theory discussion 

The theoretical parameters of producing a design will primarily consist of visual cues that affect an 

individual’s perception, mentioned by Yau (Yau, 2013) and the methodology of creating a data 

visualization model based on Kirk’s guidelines (Kirk, 2012). While using the visual cues as design 

characteristics to the data visualization design, the design will have user-centeredness and user-

centeredness in legal design as a focal point. Furthermore, the attributes that are included will be 

reviewed by their functional dependency and their relationship to one another. With the theoretical 

baseline, the design process will revolve around the respondents and their needs and opinions 

whilst maintaining validity and integrity.  

 

Figure 6: The theoretical parameters the method is based on. 

The theory of data representation and presentational stages is the foundation of the design process 

mentioned in the following chapter. These were chosen as the framework of how to produce a 

data visualization design. The data questions were reviewed together with the functional 

dependency when specifying the attributes and their behavior before the design is initiated. These 

were needed to assure that the scalability of the available attributes was identified before any design 

stages were initiated.  

To understand the visual design need of the artifact, the mentioned visual cues in the figure above, 

Figure 6, were reviewed in the design stages. In order to produce an artifact that’s easily perceived 

and more user-friendly in terms of the design, the visual cues enabled the most suitable focal points 

of interpreting evidence material; by its perception. The design took the user-centeredness in legal 

design as a supportive measure to assure that the design was suitable within the judicial system.  
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3. Methodology 

Since audit logs and its usage as evidence material within the judicial system is a complex and 

delicate matter, its meaning and context needed to be thoroughly investigated. This was to assure 

that the depth of the problem was investigated and analyzed to produce a conclusion that fulfills 

the identified objectives. Therefore, the study was performed with a qualitative approach. In 

addition, the research was structured in an abductive manner where it investigated the meaning of 

the audit logs and collected empiricism from relevant actors and stakeholders. 

3.1. Research Design 

The design was supported by the theoretical parameters asserted by previous research and theory. 

All actors, stakeholders and areas were noted as potential assets of the study and their role in the 

research were valued. As an abductive and qualitative design, the chosen research methodology 

was Design Science Research since it’s producing an artifact and it would be performed in an 

iterative manner with continuous evaluation. As an entry point of the study it’s initiated by 

problem-centered initiation (Lawrence, Tuunanen, & Myers, 2010). The methodology is also 

appropriate in the sense of maintaining a distance to the users and main beneficiaries of the artifact 

(Design Science Research in Information Systems, 2019).  

 

Figure 7: Design Science Research Cycles, (Hevner, A Three Cycle View of Design Science Research, 2007). 

Towards the Environment, the empiricism was collected by respondents in order to understand 

the situation and context. For the Knowledge Base and for the design process, relevant theories 

were used to provide a steady framework of what’s suitable.  

Summarized, DSRM has six activities  

1. Identifying the problem and motivation: Defining the main research problem and the 

need for a solution. The problem may be split into parts that are approached separately.     

2. Defining the objectives: Define the objectives and if they’re qualitative or quantitative.   

3. Designing and developing: The quality and utility of a design artifact needs to be 

iteratively reviewed and designed towards the identified objectives.   

4. Demonstrating: The design of the artifact will be demonstrated towards actors and 

stakeholders throughout the process.   
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5. Evaluating: The artifact must be evaluated towards the users and stakeholders.   

6. Communicating: With the artifact it needs to be tested in the environment to make sure 

it’s communicable with the stakeholders and actors.  

(Design Science Research in Information Systems, 2019). 

When conducting the study with DSRM as a framework, activities 2 to 5 were performed in each 

iteration of the design stages. Activity 6, Communicating, was not possible to perform due to the 

complexity of the situation and the context of audit logs. The iterations were divided into three 

different stages to provide an individual investigation of each stage.  

3.2. Data collection 

For collecting empiricism that supports an investigative view within this qualitative design study, 

individual interviews with actors and stakeholders were made to gain an understanding of their 

needs and demands. The first interviews were made to produce an understanding of the situation 

as well as identify the problem with log data. During this part, the objectives of the study were also 

determined by reviewing the identified problem. The objectives led to an idea of the suitable 

approach which was a data visualization method that facilitates the interpretation of the audit log 

events. When the method was defined, there were interviews with the actors that possess the 

technical expertise to investigate the state of the attributes from the log standard and their range 

of values. This was made to identify the scalability of the design model.  

The individuals that participated in the study were respondents that were categorized into three 

groups; Technical competency, Design involvement and Key evaluation respondents. The 

respondents were divided into groups due to their relevance towards the study. The Technical 

competency were the individuals that possessed the knowledge and understanding of the audit log 

and its complexity. Their opinion and input were highly valuable to determine the scalability and 

the technical possibilities of the proposed idea. The respondents in the group Design involvement 

are the primary users of audit log data and they were the center of the design of the prototype. The 

key evaluation respondents group included the respondents who had a crucial and important role 

towards the objective of the visualization design.  

The individual interviews were committed towards the groups’ Technical competency and the 

Design involvement. This was to assure that the analyzed input included the needs of the users and 

the technical possibilities. Therefore, the produced model would have the best prerequisites for the 

result. 

3.3. Respondents 

In order to fully understand the need for a tool that facilitates the use of audit log data; two 

prosecutors and an analyst participated as the main respondents in this study. They’re the primary 

actors of using the log event data in their work tasks. The prosecutors are the ones managing the 

material and structure of how a case should be approached in a court. Therefore, their opinions 

and interpretation of a visualization design are greatly valued. The respondents that participated in 

the study were chosen based on the level of expertise in IT, their experience with log event data in 

the court of law and their role towards audit logs as evidence. This was meant to collect a wider 

range of input towards the visualization design.   
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Security analyst  

Towards log event data, the respondents that are extracting the log event data are referred to as 

security analysts. They’re the ones that receives the directive from the investigator that contains the 

details of what’s to be extracted. The security analyst extracts the data that’s been specified as 

desired information and normalizes it to make it simpler. The log event data takes the form of an 

excel file which is structured in a tabular form with columns and rows.  

Security analysts in this study possess a large amount of technical knowledge of the systems that 

the logs are generated from and has a great amount of understanding of the nature of logs.  

Investigator 

The investigator receives the directive from the prosecutor that contains the details of the 

extraction. When the investigator has received the audit log data from the security analyst, they 

give it to the prosecutor and sometimes the analyst if necessary. 

 

Analyst 

The analysist usually is the one identifying a behavioral pattern by summarizing events from the 

extracted log event data. The summary of the primary identified actions is inserted into a report 

that’s relayed to the investigators and prosecutors. This means that an analysists role is to review 

log event data to identify key events that represent a specific behavior that’s relevant to a 

preliminary investigation. 

 

Prosecutor 

The prosecutor is the one that uses the audit log events in court to prove that the suspect 

committed the identified digital trail. These is made by presenting the audit log to judges, attorneys 

and the audience of the court.  

 

Attorney  

Within a court, an attorney’s job is to defend the prosecuted individual. One of the ways this is 

done is by thoroughly examining the presented evidence to find if there’s anything to question. As 

soon as any material is questioned, it loses credibility.  

For ethical reasons and to partial requested anonymity, all of the participating respondents’ 

names were excluded.  

3.4. Analyzing the data 

The data from the interviews were analyzed by using thematic analysis which was used on the 

transcribed text from the interviews. A thematic analysis is best suitable on individual interviews 

with a qualitative set of data since its primary objective is to identify themes and areas in larger 

texts (Braun, Clarke, & Rance, 2014).  

Qualitative interviews often surround around how people think, feel and experience certain 

situations or objects. It’s about capturing and documenting what their opinions are (Braun, Clarke, 

& Rance, 2014). Therefore, the transcribed text often has no structure which requires a systematic 

approach to retrieve legitimate and usable data for the study.  
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The systematic approach of categorizing and identifying the themes was based on the framework 

provided by Braun & Clarke (2006). Firstly, the data was reviewed and read collectively, multiple 

times. This was made to give a strong understanding of what was said.  Secondly, the text was 

labeled by their importance of answering the research question. Afterwards, themes were searched 

for to identify the given data relevant to the interviewee’s stance of the phenomenon and their 

profile. The identified themes were then reviewed towards the main purpose of the study. The 

themes were then named to represent the area they revolved around. Lastly, the data was put 

together with the analytical approach that contextualized the analysis with the mentioned theory.   

After the data had been transcribed and been processed through the thematic analysis, the text was 

translated to the English language from Swedish. It was made in this sequence to assure that the 

translated text did not interfere with any possible outcome of the analysis. 

3.5. Data specification 

In order to produce a visualization design, the log event data that’s meant to be visualized had to 

be broken down to a semantic level, and then rebuilt. This was made to gain an understanding of 

the scalability and possibilities of the design. In addition, the most fundamental level had to be 

documented in order to provide leverage to the upcoming ideas and design proposals. 

The log event attributes were therefore needed to be specified based on their input data and 

categorized to provide a strong organized view. This was also meant to facilitate the design process 

by using the specified data as tools that could be used with the respondents. 

3.6. Design process 

When the attributes had been labeled and categorized the design process begun. The point of entry 

was based upon identified relevant theory in addition to key findings from interviews. The design 

of the data visualization model was divided into three parts. The first part represented the 

informational flow, i.e. the direction of how the data is read. This was a part of the data 

representational step of creating a data visualization model as well as addressing the visual cue, 

direction. The second part reviewed the defined attributes most suitable positions in the design. 

The visual cue, position, was also addressed in this chapter in addition to be a part of the data 

presentation stage. Lastly, the third part revolved around the shallowest characteristics such as 

color and shapes. The second and third part was iteratively processed with all respondents where 

they were recorded and interviewed with unstructured questions. The first part only iterated once 

with the respondents due to the nature of its simplicity.  

After each initial iteration of the stages, there were early prototypes created that were evaluated at 

the start of the following iteration. Within the stage 2 and 3 all the examples that were created 

contained artificial data to demonstrate real audit log events. This performed due as a step of the 

DSRM to demonstrate the artifact in a real-life context as well as to allow the users to imagine the 

true functionality of the data visualization design.  

To determine the informational flow, examples had to be created and presented in order to give 

the respondent an idea of what was going to be produced. This was also made to provide the same 

prerequisites for all respondents assuring a fair and valid outcome. The respondents gave their 

opinions and ideas of the design, which was taken into consideration for further development.  
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For identifying the most appropriate positions for the key attributes of audit log events, a single 

event was firstly to firstly be identified. This was made by constructing a 3x3 grid within a rectangle 

on a piece of paper. The rectangle represented a single event. The respondents were asked to place 

cut outs of example data from key attributes where they felt it was most suitable. The reason for 

this was to create a rough first draft of the positioning of the attributes, which was then dealt with 

in the second iteration. 

In the third part, the main goal was to identify the most visual characteristics that were suitable for 

the visualization design. This was made by creating different examples of the single event combined 

with the result from part two. This assured that the respondents would be able to give their input 

directly towards an isolated event that contained event data. The feedback from the respondent 

was then made into a separate example that was implemented within the entirety of the main 

visualization model with multiple events in the selected informational flow. The examples that were 

used with the respondents differentiated in with shapes, log event attributes size in areas, length of 

log events and colors. During the design process of this part, the respondents were informed and 

questioned about the different visual cues that could be taken into consideration. All examples had 

example data inside of them to illustrate a real audit log case.  

The final stage of DSRM to test the communication of the artifact was not possible to commit in 

this study due to the delicate environment of its use and purpose. Therefore, when the artifact was 

complete, it was exposed to a final evaluation by key respondents that addressed the main 

objectives of the data visualization model. In the group of respondents for the final evaluation were 

an experienced and qualified defense attorney whose job is to examine presented evidence and 

material. His role towards the artifact is the most crucial one of the complete evaluations.  

3.7. Challenges  

The most challenging part of investigating the different ways of presenting log data is maintaining 

the integrity. Since it’s a digital asset that can be used as evidence, it’s vital that there aren’t any 

possibilities that the data has been changed or altered. Changing the format and structure challenges 

the authenticity and integrity of the presented data. Therefore, the design study must take the 

integrity of the material in consideration when producing a design solution.  

Furthermore, since an audit log may contain multiple different systems that log data are collected 

from, the consistency of the available data varies greatly. This may produce hardship in defining 

the different attributes from the log data since they can be completely different depending on which 

scene, use case or scenario it’s related to.  

3.8. Evaluation Methods 

With the finalized artifact designed and structured, it will be evaluated by Descriptive evaluation 

by creating an informed argument combined with a simulation of including artificial data (Hevner, 

Design Science In Information Systems Research, 2004). The evaluation would be tested towards 

key respondents that possessed the knowledge and expertise in the judicial system or with audit 

logs. This would be the most appropriate method since the main goal is to identify the design and 

principles, rather than testing its functionality in a real-life scenario. In addition, the evaluation 

steps within the iterations were continuously made towards the design as a simulation of including 

artificial data to assure that the respondents were fully aware of the context of its use.  
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3.9. Quality Assurance  

To assure a valid study with reliable sources and meaningful empiricism, the data collection 

methods include a spectrum of different participants that are working in the same department. By 

following this guideline, the result of the study wasn’t based upon a single opinion. Rather, it 

included all the opinions from representatives. The result was then being analyzed to provide a 

foundation that hopefully fulfills the needs of the majority.  

The interviewees were categorized by what they feel about the current method of extracting data, 

what they expect from it, how long they’ve worked with the method, and their current role and 

reason why they manage it. This way, the selection of interviewees was based upon the validity of 

their experience and their way to reflect.  

Articles, books and other content that contains theory were reviewed to assess their credibility. The 

choices of material that’s referred to and used as frameworks were only from peer-reviewed work 

in order to assure that the study is valid and reliable.  Therefore, any content that’s from a blog or 

unrecognized publisher with little to no background, wasn’t included or used. 
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4. Results & Analysis 

This chapter includes early discoveries that led to the idea of the design, and a short introduction 

to the respondents that participated. The chapter continues with the process of producing a data 

visualization design of audit log data as well as a detailed description of the development. The first 

section of the design reviews how the standardized data attributes were specified and categorized 

as different elements in preparation of the design process. The second part describes the design 

process and its stages.  

The theory mentioned in chapter 2 provided the necessary support of the design. It enabled an 

approach of the perception of the data visualization model as well as structured the design based 

on valid guidelines. The analysis of the empirical findings concluded areas and traits that were to 

be focused on to assure that the design was suitable for the area and context of audit logs – see 

appendix E. 

4.1. Early discovery 

At the department of internal investigations at the Swedish Police Authority, there’s a set of 

attributes that are always needed in conjunction with audit logs. The contained set of attributes 

spawned the idea of producing a visualization tool that this study further develops. The idea was 

made into an early sketch, which was given to the respondents during the individual interviews as 

an example of what’s to come (See appendix F). The design and development based on the 

attributes and their characteristics are specified later in this chapter. 

4.2. Respondents 

The chapter will start with a general presentation of the respondents and their profession, their 

years of experience in their department and their general view of log event data. The respondents 

are in total six males and two females, who have different working experiences, perspectives and 

personalities. All respondents have encountered and worked with log event data previously.  

There were eight respondents that participated in this design study. Three of them were interviewed 

individually and two of them were interviewed together as a group. The remaining three evaluated 

the final data visualization prototype. All the interviews were performed on location. All of design 

iterations were committed on site except for the second iteration in stage 3 of the design and 

development which was evaluated via email. The respondents in the group Technical competency 

was given a separate interview guide that was adapted for an input towards the technical 

possibilities of the idea. The group Design involvement consisted of the direct users of the audit 

log event data. Therefore, they were asked question regarding the design and functionality.  

4.2.1. Technical competency  

Respondent A. 

Respondent A has 5 years of experience as a security analyst at the the Swedish Police Authority.  

Respondent B. 

Respondent B has 2 years of experience as a security analyst at the Swedish Police Authority.  
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4.2.2. Design involvement 

Respondent C. 

Respondent C has 9 years of experience as chief prosecutor at the Special Prosecutors’ Office.  In 

his previous work experience, he also worked with data breach cases. In total, Respondent C has 

worked with IT-related cases for 20 years.  

Respondent D.                                                                                              
Respondent D has 5 years of experience as chief prosecutor at the Special Prosecutor's Office. 

She generally doesn’t like IT-cases that require audit log data since the amount of information 

they’re given and needs to process can be time consuming and troublesome. She has had five to 

eight cases that involved audit log event data.  

Respondent E.                                                                                    
Respondent E has 3 months of experience as an analyst at the department of internal 

investigations.  

4.2.3. Key evaluation respondents 

Respondent F. 

Respondent F is a defense attorney specialized in criminal cases. He has over 25 years of experience 

and has been in contact with multiple IT-related cases during his career where many have included 

audit log events. He is popular as a defender in cases of data breach at the Swedish Police Authority. 

He has had a consecutive run of 6 years of being voted as the “Attorneys attorney” (Dagens Juridik, 

2017) (Legally Yours, 2018). He’s also been employed as an expert within governmental 

investigations.  

Respondent G.  

Respondent G is a security analyst at the intelligence agency at the department of internal 

investigations.  

Respondent H.   

Respondent H is one of the co-authors of the published work of Loggning som bevis, which is a 

master’s thesis regarding the use of audit logs as a supportive measure in the court of law. He’s one 

of the founders of the logging department at the Swedish Police Authority.  

4.3. Part 1 – Specifying data 

When it comes to understanding the semantics of the data attributes and their form they need to 

be defined by their inputs and characteristics. This was needed to identify the scalability of the 

design and unidentified factors.  

4.3.1. Standardized Attributes  

From the first individual interviews that were conducted with the respondents to define the main 

research problem, there were key findings that limited the amount of audit log data that could be 

presented. Since audit log data can be collected from multiple systems with a vast number of 

different parameters managing unique values, some of them can be redundant to the department 

of internal investigations. They also challenge the technical competence and understanding of a 

prosecutor or investigator when managing the log data. Therefore, the investigators at the 
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department of internal investigations have a specified set of attributes that they always include in a 

case of data breach.  

The standardized set of attributes describes the main questions that are to be answered in question 

of the individual’s actions within a system. The questions are ‘Who did it?’, ‘When did it happen?’, 

‘What occurred?’, and ‘Where did it happen?’. As mentioned in chapter 2, these questions are also 

the main focal points for data collection in an audit log.  

In the following list are mentioned attributes: 

• RowNumber: Describes the sequence of the events. Is automatically sorted by Excel 

when the log data is extracted from the audit log applications and converted to excel.  

• Date: Contains the date of when the event occurred. 

• Time: Consists of the time of day the event occurred. 

• ClientName: Describes where the event took place. Consists of a DNS-address since 

most of the workstations has a dynamic IP-address, the DNS-address has a consistent 

result of the location. 

• UserID: Specifies which user was logged in when the event took place. 

• Event: Contains the system event that took place. Describes the action of the user 

which led to a system result 

• SystemID: Has the system name to specify in what system it took place 

• ObjectType: Specifies what type of object the event is carried out against.  

• ObjectID: Contains the ID of the object that the event is issued against. 

• ObjectInfo: Displays the result of the system event towards the object. 

• SystemInfo: Is a descriptive sentence of what happened in the system. Is automatically 

summed up by the audit log to facilitate analytics. 

The identified set of attributes are like the ones in within the health care system mentioned in 

chapter 2. The attribute, Role, can be excessive since it’s not always relevant, which therefore might 

not be a demand by everyone at all cases. The value within Department might not as well prove to 

be important since it only mentions which unit is located where the device is. The device itself is 

an important aspect. However, which device isn’t always of importance, if where the event occurred 

is specified there’s usually witnesses confirming an individual’s presence at a place and time, and 

possibly at which device.   

In conclusion, the key attributes of an audit log standard are very similar between the ones 

mentioned in chapter 2 and the ones at the Swedish Police Authority. These attributes correspond 

with the minimum set that were identified. Therefore, using these to produce a data visualization 

model should prove to be generalizable to the extent of the needs of auditing in the health care 

system.  
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4.3.2. Categorizing Attributes 

To enable structured management and facilitate the use of the attributes when specifying their role 

in the data visualization design as mentioned in chapter 2, they were categorized based upon the 

questions specified from the interviews. The attribute RowNumber was not categorized since its 

only purpose is the sequence of the events.  

 

Figure 8: An affinity diagram categorizing the attributes by the required areas in an audit log. 

4.3.3. Data Specification  

The range of the attributes varies due to the large amount of different systems. Therefore, the 

specification of the data range is relatively generalized in order to not exclude any potential data 

inputs. The following table includes the standardized set of attributes and their respective 

description which was reviewed with the presence of a security analyst.  

For each log event that takes place, all attributes can have different values in a log extraction except 

for UserID. Since an auditing revolves around a specific individual and the actions performed, 

UserID is static, which means it doesn’t change. The attribute ClientName is also dynamic in its 

sense the individual can be at separate locations within a time span.   
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4.3.4. Functional dependencies  

Some of the standardized attributes have functional dependencies towards each other. These have 

been identified and detailed using a relationship diagram that describes their relationship.  

 

Figure 9: A relationship diagram of the different attributes of the identified standardized set. 

The following seven relationships were identified and revised with a security analyst. It describes 

the dependencies of the attributes and their effect on other attributes. It was made to identify the 

dynamics of the attributes and their scalability for the design. The following list clarifies the 

relationships. 

1. ObjectID to ObjectType: ObjectID is dependent on ObjectType since the id of an object 

varies greatly on what kind of type of object it is for. A person will have either a social 

security number, or user number, when a vehicle can have a registration number.  

 

2. ObjectID to SystemID: ObjectID is dependent on SystemID since the system determines 

which type of object can be showed. In addition, it’s logical in the sense of there not being 

any social security numbers within a vehicle register system.  

 

3. SystemInfo to Event: SystemInfo is dependent on Event since it describes the event that 

took place. Without a specific even occurring there can’t be anything to describe.   

 

4. ObjectInfo to ObjectType: ObjectInfo is dependent on ObjectType since the type of 

object determines the type of information that it contains. Since the information of a 

person cannot be applied to a vehicle.   
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5. ObjectType to SystemID: ObjectType is dependent on SystemID since the types of 

objects the system can portray depend on the system. A vehicle register system usually 

doesn’t contain cameras or employees.  

 

6. ObjectInfo to SystemID: ObjectInfo is dependent on SystemID since the information 

that can be displayed relies on the system. In addition, since ObjectType is dependent on 

SystemID, and the ObjectInfo is dependent on ObjectType, the types of objects that are 

in the system depends determines the information that may appear.  

 

7. Event to SystemID: Event is dependent on SystemID since the number of events that 

can take place in a system is limited. A DELETE event cannot be performed within a 

system that only allows users to look up people.  

 

8. SystemInfo to SystemID: SystemInfo is dependent on SystemID since the description of 

the event usually includes the name of the system and the response it provides. This 

provides a more detailed description of what happened.   

 

Summarized, the dependencies can be described in a pyramid structure with SystemID as 

foundation.  

 

Figure 10: An overview of the primary attribute dependencies. 

The attributes that are located within the brackets of the attributes below are directly dependent 

on them. This means that all attributes are dependent on SystemID. ObjectInfo and ObjectID are 

dependent on ObjectTyp, and SystemInfo is dependent on Event. In conclusion, the dependency 

primarily relies on which system the event takes place in, and secondly, the event itself, and the 

type of object it’s performed against. 

4.3.5. Data questions 

Considering the visualization design would be used for auditing, the main focus is on the user and 

the actions performed as well as the sequence. Therefore, the data questions are formed by the 

main purpose of the log extractions.  

1. What did the user do? The main reason for auditing is showing what the suspect 

performed within the system. This is the primary focus of the visualization design – 
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describing the event that occurred to clarify which action was illegal. This emphasizes a 

focus on a clear and distinct presentation of the result.  

 

2. In what order did the user do it? Depending on which sequence a user commits actions 

on a system determines the purpose the individual had when committing to them. 

Therefore, the structure and order of the events must be visualized in a suitable way. 

Summary and analysis 

The attributes that are needed as a minimum must answer the questions of Who, What, Where and 

When of an event. These are always needed as a minimum requirement of audit logs when they’re 

presented in a court of law. These can be described as categories to which the attributes are assigned 

to. Categorizing the attributes facilitates their usage as well as provides a framework of where other 

attributes can be organized if they were to be substituted by other that have the same meaning.  

When needed attributes have been identified, their data range must be identified to reveal the 

possible scalability of the design (Kirk, 2012). Since some audit logs may differentiate in their input 

in the corresponding identified attributes, their use and meaning may not be the same in the 

proposed model. In addition to their range, their dependencies should also be identified. This could 

enable finding a pattern to how the attributes scale, which could provide different possibilities for 

the model. As mentioned in figure 10, SystemID is the main contributor to the results of some 

attributes, which could lead to having a system specific model, or a specific composition depending 

on the system. The data questions that were created are useful for asking towards the final model. 

If they’re something that the final model fulfills, it’s a successful design.   

A general design principle regarding the portrayal of a log event is that it must contain the values 

that answer the questions of Who, When, Where and What regarding the event. Excluding any of 

these questions in the design may make it incompatible as evidence material. This is supported by 

the audit log standard mentioned by Greene (Greene, 2018) and the purpose of having a digit.  

In addition, excluding multiple of the attributes that are included within a log post of an audit log 

enabled more freedom within the produced data visualization model. This was also referred to as 

a filtered resolution by Andy Kirk (Kirk, 2012). This enabled the possibility of producing the 

desired effect of reviewing the events performed by the user. Furthermore, excluding the attributes 

aligns with the theme Information Overload in the thematic analysis, see appendix B and E.  

4.4. Part 2 – Design and development 

This chapter consists of three design stages. The stages address the theoretical design parameters 

of this study. The design revolves around identifying the most appropriate way to visualize key 

events to facilitate its perception and use as audit log event data.  

The key events were illustrated in the form of a single rectangle with round corners. This was 

needed to contain a log post which provided validity and traceability of the displayed data. The 

form based on the needs identified from the individual interviews with the respondents since they 

wanted it to be simple and clear, whilst being perceived as a pleasant model. The rectangle was 

ideally meant to represent the event by including the attributes from the standardized set that is 

mentioned in the previous chapter, 4.3. The placement and the portrayal of the attributes for the 

respondents are addressed later in the following stages of the design.  
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4.4.1. Stage 1 - Data Representation 

This chapter describes the process of identifying the appropriate informational flow of a data 

visualization design of audit log events. The information flow of the design is regarded as the data 

representational stage, i.e. the structure and flow the data will be portrayed. In addition, the 

informational flow corresponds to the visual cue, direction. 

For the data representation, the structure and informational flow of the visualization design was 

determined. This was done by including the findings from the individual interviews to provide a 

foundation of how the informational flow was supposed to look like. The main areas brought up 

by the respondents were that it was supposed to be simple, sequential, and have the events isolated 

and distinguishable from one another. Therefore, three different examples with logical structures 

were produced. These helped the respondents understand the possible outcome of the design 

which enabled a valid input. The examples also enabled the best prerequisites for everyone to 

understand the situation and its meaning.  

The examples are structured in a sequential order to provide a clear overview of each individual 

event. Two examples had the logical informational flow, where one had left to right, and the other 

had from top to bottom. The third example was an experimental combination of the two where it 

had a diagonal informational flow. In the diagonal example, the x- and y-axis were used to represent 

the sequence of the event, and the time and date.  
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The first two examples are similar with a simplistic design of the order events occurred. The events 

are separated with an arrow and space between each event, to make it easier to distinguish and to 

emphasize the order. The events were rectangular to be as efficient as possible with the amount of 

space available, and it had soft edges to be user-friendly in the terms of making it more visually 

pleasant. The third example, the experimental, had significantly smaller events and did not include 

any focus on clarifying the sequence with arrows. This was due to the model would include too 

much information for an easy perception of the events, which would counteract the objective and 

goal of the model and needs of the respondents.  

 

Figure 11: Example 1, top to bottom direction & Example 2, left to right direction 

 

Figure 12: Example 3, experimental model, diagonal direction. 

The respondents were asked which example they preferred the most and why. They were informed 

that shapes and sizes were not the primary focus, but rather the direction of the sequence of the 
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events. All the respondents felt that example 2 did not seem appropriate. Displaying log event data 

from left to right felt foreign and unfit to one of the respondents. Example 1, from top to bottom, 

was unanimously considered the best option. One of the respondents felt it emphasized the 

sequence of the events which is important in auditing.  

With example 3, the first respondent said that the diagonal models’ events didn’t need to be 

diagonally organized, but rather could be structured in a straight flow, such as example 1. Each 

segmented flow in the diagonal model could then represent as an overview to the events on one 

date, and therefore make example 1 strictly for the events on a specific event. The idea was 

presented to the two sessions remaining with the other respondents after they’d concluded that 

example 1 was the best option. They both agreed that the newly idea could be a supplemental tool 

to providing a clear view of the entirety of the events. 

 

Figure 13: Example 3, second version. 

Summary and analysis 

Describing audit log events needs to have a logical representational structure. This is to provide a 

simplistic and distinct design of the events that’s easily understood (Kirk, 2012). The structure and 

informational flow with sequential events need to be displayed from top to bottom in order to 

provide a larger focus on the sequence the events are performed. The sequential description is 

supported by the thematic analysis, see appendix B. From the analysis the respondents mention 

that the events appear inconsistently, which would be avoided by structuring them in a 

chronological and distinguishable manner.  

Example 3 with the smaller events can be used as a supportive tool to show all the events of interest 

within specific dates. This can also be combined by having example 1 for a specific date. This 

supports the identified theme mentioned in appendix B. The respondents required an overview 

perspective of the events – a view that realized the entirety of the key events.  

Design principle 

In this iteration, the design principle discovered of the general form and informational flow of a 

data visualization model that describes events sequentially was the following: 
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1. The flow of the events should be from top to bottom. This provides an explanatory data 

visualization where a perspective is adapted within the data visualization model (Kirk, 

2012). In this case, the perspective regards the user and what the user did within the system. 

Furthermore, the perspective is based upon one of the produced data questions; “In what 

order did the user do it”?  

Design recommendations 
In addition to the design principle, there were also recommendations for the design. These were 
based on the finds from the empirical analysis as well as from the design process with the 
respondents:  
 

1. One page of the event flow would be best suited for describing one date.  

2. Describing events should have an overview model to describe the included key events.  

4.4.2. Stage 2 – Data Presentation 

In this chapter, the visual cue, position, is addressed by letting the respondents place the attributes 

from the identified standardized set where they think it’s most appropriate. The respondents were 

also informed of the characteristics and scalability of the attributes which they considered. 

Positioning the attributes of a data visualization model is also a part of the stage Data presentation 

in the guidelines mentioned in chapter 2.  

The identification of the suitable positions consisted of two iterations. The first iteration collected 

the initial understanding of where the attributes should be placed. In the second iteration the 

respondents reviewed the produced form of the input they provided.  

Since the complete visualization model would consist of multiple events with that have the same 

structure, it was only needed to define the attributes position for a single event. The new 

combinational model, referred to as example 3 V.2 in stage 1, was also reviewed for the appropriate 

attribute positions with the focus of it being a supplemental tool providing an overview of all the 

included and relevant events.  

4.4.2.1. Iteration 1 

In this iteration, the respondents’ choices of positioning the attributes are presented. Their input 

was combined to produce a model based on the average positions of the attributes. The average 

location of the category for the respective attributes was also determined to provide a picture of 

how an event should be fundamentally organized. The produced model is later reviewed in the 

second iteration.  

The set of attributes were cut into small pieces of paper and given to the respondent in addition to 

a rectangular 3x3 paper grid. They were informed that the rectangular shape represented a single 

event such as the ones included in the informational flow exampled in stage 1. They were informed 

that they could place the attributes within or without the box if they felt it was more suitable.  
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The following figures are the results from the respondents. Their color refers to their respective 

category they were sorted into in chapter 5.5.2.  

 

Figure 14: Identified categories of attributes. 

Respondent A: 

 

Figure 15: Attribute positioning by Respondent A. 

Respondent B: 

 

Figure 16: Attribute positioning by Respondent B. 

Respondent C: 

 

Figure 17: Attribute positioning by Respondent C. 
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The results of the respondents were combined to create an overview of the general positions of 

each attribute. Some of them ended up on the exact same positions where they were positioned 

next to each other.  

 

Figure 18: Combined results from all positionings. 

Regarding the attribute UserID, two of the respondents mentioned that since it’s static in an 

auditing case of data breach, it could be described as a header in the top left corner of the 

visualization model. This would enable one less attribute that’s repeated in each event which would 

provide more simplicity to the design, and a more distinct overview with focus on the events that 

was performed by the user.  

Most respondents wanted the attributes Time and Date to be in the top of the event, even in a 

scenario where one page of the model would represent the events of one date. Two of the 

respondents said that Date and Time were more suitable to be positioned in the top left beside 

each other to assure that all the information regarding when it was available in the same place. This 

also gave them the functionality to work as a header within the event.  

Since Time and Date are important and defining values of the event, they’re suitable to be in the 

top of the event. This same argument was also applied to the position of the attributes SystemID, 

ObjectType and ObjectID. They're describing values of the event and should be placed further up 

as a header. Since SystemInfo consists of the sentence that describes the event performed by the 

user, it was preferred it in the center or top of the event as well. 

The actual result of the event, ObjectInfo, was preferred in the bottom witch as much isolation as 

possible from the other attributes. This is also appropriate due to the larger amount of data the 

attribute may contain, where its maximum size is still untested. None of the respondents knew an 

appropriate location of the attribute ClientName or Event, which they were placed where there 

was available space.   

If the provided result was generalized to the average location of each category, they category of 

Who would be placed in the top as a main header to which it refers to the person who committed 

to the events. When would be in the top left as a header to describe the chronological aspect of the 

event. Any attribute describing the event itself should be in the top, as defined by the category 
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Other. Since there was no clear motive behind the choice and location of where the event took 

place, the general position of it is still in the middle. The category What, which concerns what 

occurred within the specific system, needed to be to the right and bottom. This is because it has 

what happened in the event, the rest contain describing values.  

 

Figure 19: The average category position. 

The average positions of the attributes were put together to produce a proposed structure of the 

event to fulfill most of the needs of the respondents. The decisions for their placement was based 

on the categorized figure and the combined model containing all the given results from the 

respondents. The following figure is the result:   

 

Figure 20: First draft of attribute positioning – Single event. 
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For the single events that are meant for the experimental model, the choice of attributes was close 

to unanimous. All the respondents preferred ObjectID, Time and SystemID in the rectangles. They 

were considered the minimum requirements for relevant information of the event that took place. 

Including any other attributes would challenge the asserted objective of the artifact by giving it too 

much information which in turn makes it harder to perceive.    

 

Figure 21: Attribute positioning by all respondents. 

The single event of the experimental model only describes in which system the event took place. 

What time it occurred, in addition to the date that the framework of the model describes, and 

which ObjectID it was carried out towards. This excludes the type of object such as Person or Car, 

which might make it insufficient when it comes to understanding what occurred. 

 

Figure 22: First draft of attribute positioning - Overview model. 

Summary and analysis 

The preferred positioning of the attributes varies depending on the respondents. Therefore, it’s 

difficult to pinpoint the ideal positions for the attributes within a rectangular shape. However, the 

attributes in the category of When, needs to be described together in the top left corner as a header. 

The What is preferred in the bottom-right, where the object type and id should be next to each 

other. In addition, the SystemID is also preferred to be alongside the type of object. Since the 

UserID is a static variable, it always has the same value, it should be placed in a header position in 

the top left of the entirety of the model. This can be referred to an appropriate visual management 

and composition of the attributes (Roda, 2011) (Hagan, 2015). 

The attribute SystemInfo is a unique attribute since its value is a composition of the event and the 

SystemID. It describes what a user did or performed in the system in a sentence. This can be 

considered as a luxury attribute since it’s not something that’s always included in an audit log. 

However, if such a variable is not available, the SystemInfo can be substituted with the attribute 

Event to provide a more normalized design (Connolly & Begg, 2009). This is reviewed in the next 

iteration.  
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Design recommendations 

In this iteration, the design recommendations discovered regarded the positioning of the attributes 

in the events and within the chosen models from the previous stage. The recommendations that 

were discovered in this iteration were the following: 

1. The unique id of the user should be described as a header within the model since it usually 

is a static value – it never changes. If it’s changing, it should be included within the 

representational shape of the log event. This is a part of the design principle identified in 

the previous chapter, 4.4.1. Based on the produced data questions, using the ID of the user 

who committed to the events as a header, fulfills the explanatory perspective of visualizing 

what the person did.    

2. The type of the object and its unique ID should be displayed near each other. This is to 

provide a logical structure.   

3. The chronological description of date or time should be in a header position within the 

shape. This is due to the characteristics of the attributes.  

4.4.2.2. Iteration 2 

In this iteration, both the single event of the main informational flow and the single event of the 

experimental model were reviewed by the respondents. The respondents were asked how they felt 

about the arrangement of the attributes.  

For the single key event that includes all the attributes, the respondents said it was sufficient, except 

for the attribute Event. Event isn’t necessarily useful since there’s already the attribute SystemInfo 

describing the event with a sentence, making it redundant. Therefore, Event could either be placed 

under SystemInfo or be removed. For the sake of creating an artifact that follows the objective by 

being easily perceived, efficient and user-friendly, the attribute Event was removed. Due to the 

inconsitency within logs there’s a possibility that the value from SystemInfo isn’t available for some 

events, which increases the demand for the attribute Event. If this would occur, the attribute 

SystemInfo could be replaced by the attribute Event.  
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The attributes were placed in a more organized structure by aligning them together and placing 

them more appropriately to their respective data range. This was to make the design clear and 

simple. ObjectInfo was therefore given the middle bottom location to be able to fill as much space 

as needed. Since the data range isn’t long on SystemID, ObjectType and ObjectID they were placed 

in the top right as close as possible to the border of the event. The same applied to Date and Time 

where they were placed as close to the corner as possible, and on top of each other.  

 

Figure 23: Second draft of attribute positioning. 

The respondents felt that the arrangement and the attributes within the single event of the 

experimental model were enough, and that they didn’t need to be changed. One of the respondents 

suggested adding ObjectType to specify which object the event was carried out against. 

Summary and analysis 

Some attributes that could be static for the model doesn’t necessarily have to be isolated since they 

provide another use by its relationship to other. If there are attributes that provide the same kind 

of information, they could be limited to one to assure that the model doesn’t contain unnecessary 

information (Kirk, 2012) (Hagan, 2015). This applies to the attributes of Event and SystemInfo. 

Since they’re providing a shared type of information, there’s redundancy in the model. Therefore, 

the attribute Event was excluded since SystemInfo contains more detailed data of the event which 

is preferred since the objective of the artifact is to be user-friendly. 

Design principles 

In this iteration, the design principles discovered further regarded the positioning of the attributes. 

The design principles that were discovered in this iteration were the following: 

1. The attributes should have a suitable visual composition depending on their role within the 

shape of the event. This is supported by Margaret Hagan (Hagan, 2015) and Claudia Roda 

(Roda, 2011) in regards to visual management and the visual composition. This enables a 

logical structure of an event and its values.   

2. If any attributes have the same meaning or contribution, the lesser one should be removed. 

If the events display too much, it affects the reader’s perception and possibly, their 

interpretation of the model. Andy Kirk (Kirk, 2012) mentions that if a model displays too 

much redundant information, it might have a negative impact.   
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Design recommendations 
In addition to the design principles, these recommendations were based on the finds from the 
empirical analysis as well as from the design process with the respondents:  
 

1. The information within the object should be displayed in the bottom of the shape of the 

event.  

2. The system event or an attribute containing a value of describing the event should be placed 

as a header within the event.  

4.4.3. Stage 3 – Data Presentation, Visualization 

In this part, the most visual characteristics for the entirety of the model are defined. The visual 

cues included are length, area, shapes, color and color saturation. These were iteratively reviewed 

towards the entire data visualization model that took the form of a combination of part 1 and part 

2. The identified appropriate positions for the attributes from part 2 were placed in the events in 

the chosen informational flow chart from part 1. Therefore, the previously determined positions 

of the attributes were also continuously evaluated and demonstrated since the models included 

fictional data. Furthermore, this chapter addresses the shallowest design needs of the respondents 

whilst focusing on maintaining the validity and integrity of the log events.  

4.4.3.1. Iteration 1 

In this iteration, there were multiple examples of the entire data visualization model. The examples 

differentiated by the visual cues Length, Area, Shapes and Color. Color saturation is applied in the 

second iteration since the way the respondents reacts to the involvement of color is the primary 

concern. Each visual cue is reviewed separately to include the feedback of each and one. 

Shape 

The current shapes of the single events in the event overview model and the main event model 

were all considered the most appropriate. The respondents confirmed, as motivated earlier, that 

the rectangular shapes with the soft corners are the most pleasant to read. These were firstly chosen 

in part 1 to facilitate the illustration of the informational flow in the main model and the 

experimental. 

The same shape of the arrows was also deemed to be suitable. The respondents felt that they 

fulfilled their part of distinguishing the events and to providing with the sequential flow. The event 

overview model, the respondents felt that the shapes were all deemed to be appropriate if it had a 

consistent design. 

 

Figure 24: Shown example shapes of single events. 
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Length 

The length of the event of the main event model was considered too short and too wide. The 

respondents preferred the event to be more compact and longer, which pushed the attributes closer 

together. They described it to be more spacious and centered at a same time. One of the 

respondents said he preferred the event to be thinner and longer, even if it would minimize the 

number of events available to be displayed on a piece of paper. The arrows between the events 

were considered suitable. The overview model didn’t need any changes to the length of any events.   

 

Figure 25: Shown example lengths of single events. 

Area 

The attributes within the events were too small. The respondents requested that they were to be 

enlarged to the point where it challenges the available space in the event. However, there was no 

attribute that specifically needed to be enlarged. For the event overview model, the respondents 

felt that the attributes already possessed the enough size.  

 

Figure 26: Shown example areas of attributes. 
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Color hue 

Applying color to the events was sought-after. The color was described to enrich the data and to 

isolate the events further. It was requested for the events to have the same color to make the main 

event model easier to perceive. The arrows were to remain neutral with a white color, and the color 

of the border of the shape should be the same as of the event to assure it’s not hard to read.  

 

Figure 27: Shown example colors. 

One respondent said that the event overview model could potentially have a color for each 

ObjectID. He motivated it to be able to view a pattern of the different objects that the events were 

carried out towards, and if the person did it repeatedly over different dates.   

 

Figure 28: First draft of the main event model combined with the results from stage 1 & 2 in addition to remaining visual cues.  

Summary and analysis 

The shape of an event in a data visualization model should remain to be rectangular with soft edges. 

There’s no need for changing it or adding any other shapes for specific attributes since it would 

complicate the design and add distracting parts to the model. The length or size of the model needs 

to be compact to center the attributes. This is due to the need for an appropriate visual composition 
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within legal design as mentioned in chapter 2.6.5. In order to facilitate the perception of the data, 

the combination of minimal eye movement and a logical structure is beneficial.  

The area of all the attributes was needed to be increased to provide a clear display of the values. 

They should not have a different size within the event since it may portray the values differently 

than the others. The attributes should not be highlighted in a static use of the attributes where they 

could be printed to paper, rather they’d be fine to be highlighted if the model had the possibility 

of highlighting them on demand and on site in a presentational manner.  

The colors should not be different for the events even though they’re in the purpose of describing 

a specific value from an attribute, e.g. the system PMF within SystemID is always red and the 

system ASP is always blue. This could be useful in describing the different environments of each 

system as well as its mentioned in chapter 2; its applicable for describing qualitative data. However, 

it demands pre-existing knowledge of the reader to know each color of the system, as well as it 

would challenge the simplicity of the design.  

The color for the events in the event overview model would be useful by categorizing the objects 

with colors which enables a clear view of how often the objects were relevant. However, since one 

event in one date from the overview model was supposed to represent one event from the main 

overview model, they should not have different colors since that would be inconsistent and 

illogical.  

Design principles 

In this iteration, the design principles discovered regarded the different appropriate shapes within 

the models, the length of the shapes, the area of the attributes and lastly, colors. The following 

design principles were discovered: 

1. A log post should be represented in one consistent shape. This is to assure a logical design 

with the suitable visual management (Kirk, 2012; Roda, 2011).  

2. The log posts should be centered and compact to assure that there’s a suitable visual 

composition. This allows a better eye movement pattern and makes the log event more 

easily perceived (Hagan, 2015). 

3. All attributes must be portrayed similarly and consistently unless the tool enables real-time, 

live editing. The data must be consistent to provide validity and to assure that it’s useful in 

its ideal environment (Kirk, 2012).     

4. The main event model should not include more than two different colors. Even though 

the model describes the events in a qualitative manner, which is more preferred to include 

multiple different colors for distinguishing data (Kirk, 2012), the main event model should 

not. Enabling multiple colors would affect the perception of the model too much which 

potentially would make it unsuitable within the judicial system.  

Design recommendations 
In addition to the identified design principles, there were recommendations that were also 

identified. They were the following: 

1. A log post should take a rectangular shape with soft edges since it’s a combination of the 

most suitable container shape as well as its more user-friendly with the soft corners.  
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2. If a color is used for the main event model, it should be the same color for all the events. 

4.4.3.2. Iteration 2  

In the second iteration, the respondents evaluated models that consisted of the feedback they 

provided from the previous iteration. The models differentiated by color and color saturation to 

investigate how the respondents felt regarding the less accurate visual cues in terms of perception. 

Two of the examples also excluded the variable names to the data to see if the respondents were 

open to the idea of only portraying the values in the sake of simplicity. Furthermore, in one of the 

examples, the attribute SystemInfo was placed outside of the event next to it. This was to clear up 

space within the event to facilitate the perception of the data. An additional purpose was to test if 

excluding an attribute related to an event would be a design possibility. Additionally, the attribute 

SystemInfo was chosen due to its not a part of the event. Rather, SystemInfo describes the event 

that occurred.   

During the evaluation of the prototypes that had been produced, two of the respondents 

mentioned that including the first and last name of the user that performed the events, should be 

included below the UserID. This was to clarify of who the user is, and not just their assigned 

identification number within the Swedish Police Authority.  

The respondents did not approve of having the attribute SystemInfo outside of the event. The 

opinion persisted even with the informed argument that its value is not related to the actual event 

and would clear up space within the event. All of respondents demanded the use of the variable 

names for the clarification of the values and traceability back to the original logs.  
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Color saturation 

With the examples that were produced, the respondents mentioned that they liked the model with 

the light blue color the most. One of the respondents mentioned that the color should barely be 

perceived by the user but still contribute with highlighting the event.  

 

Figure 29: Shown example saturations of blue. 

 

Figure 30: Second draft of the main event based on the needs of the respondents and saturation. 

Summary and analysis 

The events should be portrayed with a light saturation of the color. This is to assure that the data 

is in the focus and not the event itself. Even if the color is slightly stronger than white, it enables 

an easier perceived isolation and possibility to easily distinguish it. The color is irrelevant, if it’s 

soft. However, blue was preferred by the respondents. This may have been due to blue providing 

a calm and comfortable perception (Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). If the value of UserID is a unique 

number, it usually isn’t clear of who the number belongs to. Therefore, the name of the user would 

be beneficial for who committed the events.   
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Attributes need to be within the borders of the event except for UserID. This is to provide enhance 

the traceability with the original audit log events and the ones portrayed in the model. Therefore, 

the rectangular form in the model is perceived as a log post.   

Design principles 

In this iteration, the design principles discovered regarded the color saturation and empirical 

findings. The following design principles were discovered: 

1. All attributes that are related to a log post must stay within the shape. This is to assure that 

there’s a strong traceability between the original log whereas a shape represents a log post 

since the integrity of the audit log is highly valued (Falk & Lindblom, 2005). It’s also to 

avoid challenging the logical structure and composition (Kirk, 2012).  

2. The log post must have a value that refers to the original log to assure traceability. This can 

be done by including a row number for each log event that refers to the row number of 

the log post. This is to further strengthen the need for a clear traceability between the model 

and the original log (Falk & Lindblom, 2005). 

3. Since one page represents the events on one date, the date can be displayed beneath the 

title of the model. This would depend on the number of events that are displayed which is 

discussed later in this thesis. However, limiting the events to be displayed per date would 

further strengthen the logical structure which would in turn strengthen the desired narrative 

of the model (Kirk, 2012). 

Design recommendations 
The following recommendations were based on the activities within this iteration and the 
feedback provided by the respondents:  

1. If a color would be used in the model, it should be a in a light saturated color. Having a 

color within an event is preferred for making them more distinguishable. However, having 

a light saturation turns the focus towards the values and attributes rather than the color 

itself.  

2. The model should display the current page number and the following page number to 

provide the reader an understanding of the sequence of the total events amongst the pages. 

This was based on the needs from the respondents of having an overview.  

4.4.3.3. Iteration 3 

The final iteration included a complete combination of the event overview and main event model 

containing fictional data that were reflected between each other in a fictional situation. The models 

consisted of the feedback from the previous parts with respective iterations. The final prototype 

was given a title above the informational flow with the text key events. The prototype also had the 

page number in the top right corner and the following page number below the last arrow of the 

last event. These were added to assure that the sequence is clarified between the pages and the 

relation of the events. Since one page was meant to address on date the weekday of the date and 

the date itself are presented below the title of the model. Lastly, to portray a strong connection and 

to provide traceability between the visualized log events in the model and the original extracted log 

the actual row numbers, the row number of the original log post was added within the event in the 

visualization model.  
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Evaluation 

This chapter includes the final evaluation of the prototype. The respondents F-H, who had not 

encountered the produced prototype of visualizing audit log event evaluated it. The chapter starts 

with addressing the objectives of the study, which were the topics of Integrity, facilitating its use, 

appropriate material within the judicial system, and lastly; implementation. 

Suitable for Judicial System 

All the respondents said that the model, with its current design, is suitable for use within a court 

room, or even an interrogation to display the events to the suspect. They added that it clearly 

displays a single log posts and the necessary data related with it making it easy to understand that 

it’s an isolated event that had occurred. Respondent F mentioned that the color was simple and 

suitable. However, he’d prefer if the row number was in another color. e.g. the row number in the 

even could be yellow and then the entire row of the original log could be highlighted in the same 

color to assure an even stronger traceability.  

The overview model was considered a necessary supplemental tool to the main event visualizer. 

However, Respondent F said that it had more potential of displaying the behavior of the user 

within the system. To assure that colors or another distinct visual cue would be needed to display 

a distinct difference between the events that isolates certain ones to assure that there’s a visible 

pattern.   

As the first impression of the model, all respondents mentioned that there was a strong need to 

include a cover sheet. The sheet was needed to explain the systems and their purpose in a short 

and simple sentence. The attributes within the model, and the ones in the original log also needed 

to be explained. According to the respondents, what kind of information the attributes store would 

only be necessary.  

Facilitating Audit Log Usage  

All the respondents said that the visual composition and design combined the attributes in an 

appropriate manner. They concluded that it would facilitate the interpretation of the audit log posts 

tremendously when it comes to describing the main values of the event that has occurred. It would 

enable a strict focus on the asserted categories of Who, When, What and Where, which are amongst 

the focal points for prosecutors in a court case of a data breach.  

The informational flow of going from top to bottom with the oldest event on top, helped 

describing the sequence and clearly demonstrating that the events are sequentially performed. From 

the informed argument of why it was made into an example, the respondents G and H confirmed 

that they’re more suitable rather than going from left to right.  

Integrity 

Respondent F, who’s an attorney, was asked if he’d question the visualization model if it presented 

as supportive evidence by a prosecutor. He answered by saying he would review it thoroughly. 

However, as long as the row number shows the clear traceability between the original log and the 

model, and if the data is the same between them, there’s nothing to question. Respondent H, who’s 

the co-author of the published paper Loggar som bevisning (Falk & Lindblom, 2005), said that 

transforming the current format of the logs into this design should not be an issue. He confirmed 

that the traceability between the log posts and the main extracted log event data need to be included 
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as a way to refer back to if attributes were to be related to the events or if someone would question 

the authenticity.  

Implementation 

The technical possibilities were confirmed not be a problem by Respondent G and H. They 

mentioned that if the data is received by the investigators as an excel file, the data can easily be 

extracted due to the many components of the software Excel has support for different ways of 

extraction.  

The number of events allowed on a single piece of paper was questioned by Respondent G due to 

the scalability of ObjectInfo. He mentioned that the data might be too large for the current size of 

the portrayed events. He suggested that the events could be dragged out by increasing the length 

of the events, pushing other events downwards towards another following page. This would not 

change the visual composition of the current attribute structure. Rather, the only thing expanding 

would be the entire ObjectInfo value box that contains the data.   

Respondent G pointed out that the model would not work, nor prove to incomprehensible for 

some events. These events are the ones from systems that doesn’t normalize the data, in which the 

values within the log post might be inapprehensible to someone without the technical knowledge. 

The ratio described by the respondent were to be 80:20, where the model would be applicable for 

80% of the events that are used in court. In addition, he confirmed what the Security Analysts 

mentioned, that the inconsistency of the log events and the different use cases might prove to be 

an issue. However, with the current set of attributes, they’re most likely to always be included within 

each log post.  

The respondent further confirmed that the event type that occurs has a large effect on the 

information that’s included. This is due to some events might not include any data within attributes 

such as ObjectInfo. This would therefore cause some attributes to exclude values with an empty 

value.   

Design recommendation 

In this iteration, the design recommendation discovered regarded the traceability between the 

model and the original log. The color of the value and attribute that refers to the original log should 

be in a different color to further highlight its traceability. This could also facilitate its use in paper 

format of highlighting the used row in the original log with the same color used for consistency.  
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5. Summary of result 

The produced model is an alternative format of portraying audit log events. The designed data 

models were based on the visual cues that affect the perception which assured that the best 

prerequisites for perceiving it as supportive material within the judicial system. The models consist 

of logical structures and shapes and has a visual composition that has been approved by multiple 

relevant actors.  

The objective of this study  

This study was meant to investigate how the audit log event data can be visualized to facilitate its 

usage within the judicial system, and the produced artifact consists of the best possible structure 

of reforming a tabular format. It provides a clear traceability to the original log; it visualizes the 

events in a sequence and its suitable for a court room. However, the usefulness of the model 

remains unknown. The delicacy of the situation limited the possibility of testing the communicative 

side of the artifact in the suitable context. This determines the value of the prototype as theoretical.  

With the categorized and identified standardized set of attributes and the attributes mentioned by 

Green (Greene, 2018) the model is generalizable. If single event is portrayed by including the 

answers to the questions of Who, When, Where and What within the event, it describes the minimum 

requirements for the content of an audit log in cases of data breach. 

In the theme Information overload mentioned in the thematic analysis, the respondents must 

manage many events that are filled with different values. This is usually perceived as an 

informational overload which makes it challenging and unpleasant to interpret. This is something 

that the produced model avoids by enabling the possibility of selecting the events that were to be 

displayed. In addition, the inconsistency with the order of the events would also be fixed by this 

measure.   

If the model were to be used, it would need the proposed overview model to describe the included 

events of the main event model. This is to give the reader insight of what’s to come and what’s 

included within the entirety of the artifact. The overview model also enables possibilities of seeing 

all the events, which could be used for identifying behavioral patterns.  

As mentioned in chapter 4.3.4, the main component for determining the results of the values within 

the set of attributes was the type of system. This emphasizes the weight of having dynamically and 

a flexible set of attributes depending on the system the audit log belongs to. The attributes must 

be able to be substituted with attributes that contain a value of greater importance. However, the 

attribute that substitutes must be in the same category. This could be applied the identified attribute 

ClientName, that can take the value of a DNS-server. This is equally as valuable if the system is for 

mobile devices where an attribute could collect GPS-coordinates. This was also identified as one 

of the themes from the thematic analysis. 

Since the integrity of the model and the caution of not risking the validity of it as a possible 

presentational material were to be maintained, there were possibilities of the model that were 

neglected. These possibilities concerned functions such as reviewing the time and date towards the 

suspects work schedule to see if he or she was on or off duty, a DNS-server lookup to check for 

the actual street address or building the event was executed and much more. These organizational 

adaptations could be useful when describing the circumstances to the events that took place.  
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The main challenge for the model would be the different use-cases, events and the inconsistency 

of an audit log. There are many different scenarios where the result of a log post is different from 

the others, where the data included might be insufficient to provide a clear picture. This was one 

of the themes from the thematic analysis mentioned by the group of technical competence. Within 

some of the events, the data might not appear at all due to there’s not being any which could be 

confusing within a model that’s supposed to display the values of an event. With the values that 

exceed the data range of ObjectInfo and the ideal length of the value box should extend the length 

of the event. This should not compromise the attribute arrangement of the attributes which does 

not affect the preferred visual composition. In addition, the truncated rows mentioned in the 

thematic analysis, they need to be combined as one event when its inserted into the model to assure 

that the entire log event is displayed. This is where the model would have an advantage of the 

tabular format of being able to summarize a divided event. However, since this would involve 

multiple rows, the space for the row number must be expanded to fit them all as a reference.  

Due to the different approaches some prosecutors may have when presenting evidence materials, 

they’re in the need of a dynamic structure to assure that they can use it in the way they want. 

Therefore, the produced design would be most suited as a digital product. This could enable the 

direct, live interaction with displaying the audit log event values to the audience. However, in the 

court it’s still common that paper is the standard format which is why this model would firstly be 

needed to be tested via paper. 

With the undefined number of events suitable to be portrayed within the entirety of the model, the 

conclusion of the amount can only be determined by testing and investigating. Furthermore, the 

prototype itself needs to be tested in the judicial system which it could not be in this study due to 

the sensitivity of the actual data and due to the delicate nature of a court. 

Cover Sheet   

Due to the nature of audit logs and logs in general, they include a lot of technical terms and jargon. 

Since the proposed model would include un-altered data and variables, an explanation cover sheet 

is needed to clarify their meaning and the kind of values. The cover sheet also needs to provide 

summarized information of the different systems and their purpose. This could enable a better 

descriptive context of the events. 

The theme of technical knowledge requirements mentioned in the thematic analysis revolves 

around the understanding and need the respondents must have to interpret the tabular format and 

its values. The produced model facilitates the sequential aspect but does not affect the display and 

meaning of the values. This further emphasizes the need of a cover sheet that explains the terms 

and systems to give the actors that doesn’t possess the technical knowledge, the better terms of 

understanding them.  
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Overview model 

The potential of the overview model in describing the identified and important events is 

tremendous since depending on what a prosecutor wants to mediate; the suitable visual cues can 

be adapted to their need. This could be by asserting a specific color to describe a reoccurring id of 

an object, or system that the user frequently uses. This would be more suitable if there were more 

events that have occurred due to a larger expansion of the range of the pattern. However, as noticed 

during this study, the visual cues that are less ranked in accuracy should only be the ones 

differentiating when illustrating a specific pattern. The less accurate the more appropriate. This is 

due to the need of simple design and model that’s easily perceived and interpreted.  

 

Figure 31: The final main data visualization design of audit log events. 

Main event model 

The design of the main event model must have a logical representational structure to assure that 

its easily perceived by everyone. Making it too complex might risk the validity of it as evidence. In 

the identified theme from the thematic analysis, needs and demands, the respondents mention they 

want a simple design with clear text and an overview structure. Therefore, isolating the events and 

demonstrating them in a clear sequential manner provides a suitable structure for portraying the 

events. Just as the main event model does.  

The flow of the events must be from top to bottom when portraying the events. This is to 

emphasize the sequence they occurred. This also is suitable since it would be standard eye 

movement pattern when reading a text, which enables a more appropriate perception of the events. 

The id of the User should always be portrayed as a header to the model since they’re usually the 

same id in cases of data breach. The shape of the events should maintain a consistent form of a 

centered, rectangular shape with soft edges. This was the best determined perceptive shape for the 

log events as well as the best suited visual composition of the included data. It doesn’t necessarily 

need blue as a color; however, it was chosen since it enriches the data which was an important 

need. Therefore, the choice of color is irrelevant if it’s consistent and soft. However, there might 

be some colors that can be regarded as unfitting, e.g. red or orange. The effects of the colors were 
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not taken into consideration during the design process, rather for an analytical purpose based on 

the choice of the respondents. In addition, since the usage of the main event model would be 

within a delicate area, further testing with theoretical support of coloring is recommended.  

The area of the attributes must not differentiate in any way. This applies to providing any kind of 

visual cue in their advantage above the others within the shape of the event. This is to assure that 

the data is portrayed equally and doesn’t divert the focus that the prosecutor wish for. The event 

should be regarded in its entirety unless any specific attribute has been chosen for said focus. 

Therefore, the model would be better suited in a digital form where the prosecutor could highlight 

the events or its values directly in real-time.  

The row number should always be included for the events to refer to the original audit log. This 

assures that there’s always traceability and the authenticity cannot be questioned to the extent 

between the model and the extracted event data. This is extremely important in the judicial system 

since an attorneys’ job is to identify weaknesses in evidence and to question it, and as soon as it 

loses credibility its vulnerable.  

 

 

Figure 32: The final main data visualization design of audit log events. 
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Design principles 

In this chapter the identified design principles of the entire study are summarized. The majority of 

the design principles that were encountered are based on mentioned theory and have previously 

been discovered. They’re described in a tabular format that includes the design principle, its 

description of its meaning and where it was identified. The following design principles are 

mentioned at the end of each iteration within the stages of the design process:   

 

# Design principle  Description Location 

1 When describing audit log 

events, all attributes must be 

portrayed consistently unless 

the tool enables real-time, 

live editing. 

If any attribute or its 

respective value differentiates 

in the design, it may be 

distracting and divert the 

intended focus. This does not 

apply for a digitalized version 

of the tool where the 

attributes and its values of a 

log could be highlighted in 

real-time in a presentational 

purpose. This is mentioned as 

one of the preferences and 

needs of the respondents in 

the thematic analysis in 

appendix E. 

Chapter 4.4.3.1. Stage 3, 

Iteration 1 (Kirk, 2012). 

2 A log post should be 

portrayed with a specific and 

consistent shape. 

To assure that the validity of 

the model is maintained and 

that there’s a consistent 

design, a log post should 

always look the same.  

Chapter 4.4.3.1. Stage 3, 

Iteration 1 (Kirk, 2012)( 

Roda, 2011). 

3 All attributes that are related 

to a log post must stay within 

the shape. 

Due to the need of the 

traceability to the original log, 

its preferred if all the attributes 

are within the shape since the 

shape itself represents the log 

post. Excluding any attribute 

may cause confusion. 

Chapter 4.4.3.2. Stage 3, 

Iteration 2 (Falk & 

Lindblom, 2005) (Kirk, 

2012). 

4 The main event model 

should not be used for 

describing patterns. 

The main event model focuses 

on the individual events that 

occurred which is a delicate 

setting. Therefore, it should 

not include any design 

characteristics other than the 

ones identified. This is to 

avoid inconsistency.  

Chapter 4.4.3.1. Stage 3, 

Iteration 1 
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5 The lesser ranked visual cues 

are only the ones suitable for 

describing patterns of log 

events 

The lesser ranked visual cues, 

mentioned in chapter 2.5, are 

more suitable for describing 

patterns since they do not 

affect an individual’s 

perception to a larger extent. 

This is important to assure 

that the evidence maintains 

validity and is suitable for a 

court room.  

Chapter 4.4.3.3., Stage 3, 

Iteration 3, final 

evaluation.  

6 Events should be described 

sequentially. 

Events are sequential in their 

natural state. Which is 

portraying them in another 

order than a chronological one 

would be confusing which 

would affect the value of the 

model.  

Chapter 4.4.1. Stage 1 

(Kirk, 2012). 

7 The flow of the events 

should be from top to 

bottom. 

To describe the sequential 

flow of log events, going top 

to bottom is the most suitable 

one. 

Chapter 4.4.1. Stage 1 

(Kirk, 2012).  

8 If any attributes have the 

same meaning or 

contribution, the lesser one 

should be removed 

Having multiple attributes 

with the same contribution to 

the event, would be 

redundant. One of the goals of 

the model is to provide a 

logical and appropriate visual 

composition, which suits 

better with the minimum 

needed attributes of the log 

post. 

Chapter 4.4.2.2. Stage 2, 

iteration 2 (Kirk, 2012).  

9 The attributes included in a 

log post should include 

values that answer who, when, 

where and what of the event.  

A log post is most valuable 

when it includes who 

performed the event, when the 

event occurred, where it was 

performed and what happened 

in the system. Therefore, the 

attributes minimum demand is 

providing attributes with 

values for the respective 

categories. 

Chapter 4.3.5. (Greene, 

2018) 

10 All attributes should be 

flexible for substitution 

depending on the systems 

To assure that the model 

works for most scenarios 

within an organization, the 

Empirical finding, 

appendix E.  
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and their key attributes of 

describing an event. 

attributes must be flexible for 

substitution since some are 

more suited to be portrayed 

for a specific category than 

others depending on the 

system. E.g. GPS-coordinates 

are more valuable than IP-

address within a mobile 

system, and since they both 

belong to the category of 

Where, displaying only one is 

sufficient.  

11 One page of the event flow is 

best suited for describing one 

date. 

To assure consistency and a 

logical review of the key 

events, restricting them to a 

date would facilitate the 

understanding and perception 

of the model. 

Chapter 4.4.3.2. Stage 3, 

iteration 2 (Kirk, 2012) 

12 A log post that’s portrayed in 

a shape must include a value 

that refers to a unique 

number of the log post from 

the original log.  

To enable a transparent design 

with full traceability, the 

original log post from the 

original extracted log data 

must be referred to. This 

would further provide validity 

of the model as appropriate in 

within the judicial system.  

Chapter 4.4.3.2. Stage 3, 

Iteration 2 (Falk & 

Lindblom, 2005). 

Empirical finding, 

appendix E.  

13 The shape of a log post must 

have an appropriate visual 

composition.   

The text and data within a log 

post should be composed in a 

structured manner to assure its 

easily perceived and minimize 

the eye movement pattern.  

Chapter 4.4.3.1. Stage 3, 

Iteration 1 (Hagan, 

2015).  

14 The composition of the 

attributes within the shape 

must be structured in a 

logical manner. 

With the categorized 

attributes, their positioning 

within the shape that 

represents a log post can be 

organized. This would be that 

the type of the object and its 

ID are preferred to be next to 

each other to assure a logical 

design.  

Chapter 4.4.2.2. Stage 2, 

iteration 2 (Hagan, 

2015) (Roda, 2011) 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 

This study reviews the suitable data visualization design from a qualitative perspective. This is not 

something that previously has been done, since the current visualization tools for audit logs have 

been regarding the quantitative set of data where its used for describing behavioral patterns. The 

behavioral patterns have proven to be coveted by the actors within this study, which is therefore 

the overview model provides the possibility to fulfill that specific need.  

If behavioral patterns were to take form based on any of the used visual cues within this study, the 

least ranked ones should be used since they’re the ones affecting the perception to the lowest 

degree (Cleveland & McGill, 1985; Yau, 2013). This means that color hue or color saturation would 

be the most appropriate cues for describing patterns of objects or systems where the events occur 

within or towards.  

The produced main model that describes the key events focuses on a specified set of attributes. 

These attributes are of value for a prosecutor of data breaches since they’re the main focal points 

of any evidence. The current format is therefore unlike any other visualization tool since it isolates 

an entire row from an audit log and demonstrates it in a simple, sequential and visual composite 

manner. Its structure and form of visualizing, theoretically, facilitates its use and counteracts the 

voluminous effect some digital evidence may have. This is a problem identified by Casey Eoghan 

(Eoghan, 2004). He adds that arranging exhibits facilitates the understanding can be made to 

everyone in a court room – preferably by projecting it to a screen. This is an applicable scenario 

with the model since as mentioned in chapter 5, its best suitable as a digital asset.  

Mentioned further by Casey Eoghan (Eoghan, 2004), the contents within the evidence must remain 

unchanged, that the date of the presented digital evidence is accurate and that it originates to its 

purported source. These are demands are labeled as a minimum requirement for the authenticity 

and reliability of digital evidence within the judicial system. In the proposed design, the model does 

not alter or display the values any differently to assure that its integrity remains intact. In addition, 

the original log would also be included to assure its confidentiality.  This is emphasized further by 

one of the respondents in the thematic analysis from appendix E. 

However, the designed overview model relates to the areas that visualize data in the form of 

creating a pattern that’s visible. Therefore, the overview model transitions more to containing a 

larger number of events, whilst displaying fewer valuable data and taking the form of a grid. With 

the produced artifact, the research gap of having a qualitative approach to visualization of audit log 

event data have been filled. 

As well as the visualization model is based upon an explanatory narrative, it’s also exploratory in a 

sense of having the reader look through the events to review exactly what happened and to form 

their own understanding (Kirk, 2012).  

There are some design principles that are arguable with its implementation. Such as including a 

minimum set of attributes for display. It enables more freedom of the data visualization model by 

having a limited set. However, as mentioned in the thematic analysis by one of the respondents, it 

makes the presentation of the events limited. When data is excluded, there can also be a downside 

to it. This is mentioned by Andy Kirk (Kirk, 2012) since a filtered resolution isn’t always preferred.  
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The design principle that was discovered within this study, design principle #10 from the previous 

chapter, mostly applies to a varying and large-scale IT-infrastructure. For the design principle to be 

applied or considered, the different types of data that’s generated and collected must surpass the 

number of attributes identified in chapter 4.3.1. If the model wouldn’t be dynamic with enabling a 

possible priority of additional attributes, the model neglects its full potential.  

The practical contribution of the study is primarily the design principles regarding the way of 

modeling audit log events. The design and model itself are not yet valued due to the lack of testing 

and demonstrating in the appropriate context. From the thematic analysis in appendix E, the lack 

of demonstration doesn’t address the potential issues that may occur, such as the use cases and the 

selection of information. Therefore, it’s hard to say if it would be implementable as is. 

6.1. The use of an opposite approach 

If the study would’ve been performed in a quantitative manner it would gain a shallow view of 

what most of the stakeholders and actors really wanted, needed and what could be implemented. 

In addition to this, the result of the study wouldn’t be a successful design proposal since it never 

truly understood the situation. It would produce numbers rather than words which benefits testing 

current and existing hypothesizes, rather than exploring an unknown area.  

If the data collection method would’ve consisted of surveys the questions would not be 

investigative. They wouldn’t be used for asking the how or why questions. They’d be written a 

more leading question that provides an expected answer. 

6.2. Future Research 

Since this study proposes an approved design of retrieving audit log events from a tabular format, 

it could be researched further to investigate the limits of this model. This could either be tested by 

creating an artifact that embodies the design and retrieves the data directly from an excel file, or by 

gaining access and approval of testing the design towards a real-life case as a supplemental tool in 

investigations or courts. However, as mentioned in chapter 6, the judicial system and the Police 

Authority are delicate areas which would require a quantitative pilot study to evaluate it in a much 

grander scheme.  

Other areas that can be researched within are the ways of visualizing relations and connections 

between different individuals and to the limits that they’re possible.  
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Appendix A: Interview Guides 

Design involvement group 

Personal information of interviewee: 

 Name, Profession and title, Department, amount of years employed. 

What are your general opinions of the extracted event log data? 

How much experience do you have with logs?  

Explained to the interviewee of how the proposed visualization design would work while 

showing an early draft – See appendix F 

How do you think it would or could be used?  

What do you think is the most important to outline in a design model for log events? 

What do you think would be in focus of when it comes to visual characteristics?  

If you could describe your ideal tool for facilitating the use of log event data in the court of law, how 

would it look and work? 

What kind of issues do you see that could occur with this kind of model?  

What kind of potential does this visualization model of log event data have in areas other than cases from 

the Police Authority? 
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Technical competency group 

Personal information of interviewees: 

 Name, Profession and title, Department, amount of years employed. 

What personal opinion do you have of the delivered log extractions?  

What do you believe is troublesome for the recipients of the exported log data that you send to them?  

How do you believe the interpretation of the log event data can be facilitated?  

Since there are multiple tools for summarizing event log data from a quantitative perspective to identify 

behavior, what do you think of being able to summarize it in a qualitative perspective to highlight the key 

events? 

What do you believe is important to focus on in the proposed model?  

 What kind of issues do you think could occur in the proposed model? 

Based on the structure of log event data that describes who, what, when and where, do you believe such 

model has any potential at any other investigative scenarios or places?  

How do you think the model can be implemented digitally in separate software to retrieve the data and 

automatically structuring the key events?   
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Appendix B: Thematic Analysis 

Log Difficulties 

Technical knowledge requirements  

Information overload 

Events appearing inconsistently  

What’s displayed on the screen or not - GUI or backend 

Needs and Demands 

Clear and simple 

Overview 

Digitalized tool 

Supplementary original log extraction 

Important Features 

Dynamic form 

Potential Issues 

Selecting information 

Maintaining the model 

Uses cases 
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APPENDIX C: Part 1 – Informational Flow 
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APPENDIX D: Part 2 – Positioning Attributes
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APPENDIX E: Thematic analysis of transcribed text 

Thematic analysis 
The transcribed text from the structured interviews were analyzed by thematic analysis which is 

introduced in chapter one. The results are based on the main identified themes: Log difficulties, 

needs and demands, important features, potential issues.  

The theme log difficulties revolve around the challenges that the current log format poses to the 

respondents. The current format of the logs contains technical terms and values that sometimes 

cause confusion of its meaning. Therefore, this theme is about enlightening the hardship the logs 

causes and the reason for it. The following theme, needs and demands, contains the specified 

needs of a tool that’s supposed to facilitate log event data. This includes visual characteristics and 

other design references.  In addition, the theme of important features contains functional ideas 

and how the artifact would be best suited. Lastly, the potential issues bring forth the difficulties 

that may occur. This could be scenarios where the model would not be able to receive and 

display log event data in a way that aligns with the identified objective of the study.  

Log difficulties 

All the respondents in this study considered audit log event data to be useful as a supportive 

measure in the court of law. However, with event data there can be multiple factors that 

challenge the ability to perceive and analyze the events that took place within a system.  

The main difficulties of the log event data are the number of columns and the technical 

knowledge required to understand them and the values they have. This is mostly due to log data 

being generated from a large amount of different systems that have the possibility to collect data 

that isn’t available in other systems. Furthermore, this also includes a large variety of data that can 

exist in the same columns. Here’s what one prosecutor had to say about extracted audit log 

events: 

They’re hard and challenging when they’re so long, so you can’t fit them into one page at the preliminary 

investigation. Then they ought to be displayed like an accordion. 

The other prosecutor shared a similar opinion: 

You have a large number of columns and you explain what value every column represents, and, in the end, you can 

still get a question of its meaning. 

When the investigators at the department of internal investigations receive the extracted audit log 

event data from the security analysts, it’s usually in the format of an excel file containing 

thousands of rows with tens of columns. This means that they sometimes contain more 

information than needed, which forces the analyst and investigator to dig through huge amount 

of data to find relatable events for a case in a court of law. Here’s what one of the security 

analysts had to say about it:  

We deliver a lot, where nothing is cut out, then sometimes we can cut out some, then we think a lot about time of 

the moment of time for the events, an event that could be READ for example, that’s the core. 
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The other security analyst added:  

The challenge for us is to understand what the client wants for type of information. When it comes to the 

intelligence agency at the department of internal investigations they almost always order the activities of a users’ 

activities within a specific timespan with no more motivation or explaining text or so, and that’s really hard for us 

to refine that information so we deliver the exactly what they want. Because if you imagine that they’d describe their 

order more detailed then, we don’t want to filter away any information that they need, and that’s like a fine line to 

balance between providing too much information and too little information. Then it’s almost better to give too much 

than too little. 

The security analyst has different clients within the Swedish Police Authority. The clients’ signs a 

form in which they specify the details of who they want to see the audit log of and other relevant 

information such as time span. Sometimes that’s all that’s specified, disregarding other details 

such as the system or motivation behind the extraction of the audit log. This could be due to the 

clients not knowing what they could specify or due to, as mentioned by the security analyst, not 

cutting out anything potentially relevant to the case. However, a detailed reason of why they want 

to view the activities of a user could potentially be useful to the security analyst to detect and 

identify a correlation between log events before extracting the data – which would facilitate the 

identification of relevant and useful data.  

In the audit log, there’s log events streaming in from multiple systems continuously. This creates 

a massive unorganized pool of events. In addition, what differentiates a log such as an audit log 

from a database is that the events do not possess an attribute with a unique value to describe the 

sequence of the events. This would be close to impossible to implement within a grander log 

infrastructure. The only thing separating the log posts in their order are the attributes time and 

date. A log post can also be truncated when the values in an attribute exceeds the maximum limit. 

This is when a log post is added to include the data that exceeds the limit, and if the data still 

exceeds the maximum amount another log post is created and so forth. Furthermore, events in a 

system can be delayed how the system is meant to execute operations which may cause events to 

be delayed. This is something that’s troublesome according to the analyst. She mentions the 

following:  

Considering how the logs appear now, it’s hard for a common person to understand what actually has happened. 

Was it an event or towards multiple events, so one event may consist om so much rows in the log, and in addition 

another new event appears in the flow like it penetrates through, so it looks like it’s an error in the first event even 

though it’s a new event because the systems are lagging and for it to come a new log post due to delays in the system 

it looks like the event was performed later. 

As mentioned previously regarding an audit log and infrastructure, an audit log tends to be 

inconsistent with the format of events and values. In its natural state, it’s not meant to be user-

friendly, just efficient. The reason for this is to provide validity and authenticity of it as a digital 

trail. Primarily, it’s meant to eliminate any uncertainty of the integrity of the data to assure it’s not 

questioned in any judicial context. However, one of the prosecutors deems the format of the logs 

as problematic: 

I think it’s kind of tricky and when you haven’t had it earlier and to come into this and know when you’re not a 

policeman, because they can do the actions within the system, then it’s harder for us who doesn’t have access or used 
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them, and above all when you get to court they’re even more unaccustomed so are you supposed to explain them 

when you fully can’t? 

To imagine events that happened in a system and to actualize it in a context based on the current 

format and layout of the log event data is challenging, especially for the actors that doesn’t have 

access to the systems that the events were carried out within. The main actors within the judicial 

system that manages and use audit log events doesn’t have access to the systems themselves. This 

is something that could be useful since some system events can execute backend operations 

which the user cannot see in the GUI, which in turn becomes misleading to an outsider when 

reading the audit log. This is mentioned by the analyst:  

As it is now it could say that the user reads even though it’s the system that makes an automated search or 

operation. Which isn’t what the user sees on their screen. 

Within the audit log there’s a column that contains a summarized sentence of the event as a 

value. The sentence is a supportive text that clarifies what the user did. In some cases, it can be 

misleading since all the events that occur in a system that the user is logged into, are described to 

be directly performed by the user. Therefore, the audit log event data needs to be managed with 

care and caution to avoid any incorrect conclusions. This situation also applies to drawing a 

conclusion based upon the event type of the log post.  

Visual needs and demands 

With designing an artifact that’s supposed to minimize the complexity and facilitate the use of 

audit log event data and its use in a judicial context, it’s important that the needs and demands of 

the actors are noted and taken into consideration. Therefore, the respondents were asked what 

they felt was important.  

There was one clear theme amongst the respondents of how they’d want a general design to be – 

they wanted it to be clear and simple. One of the prosecutors said the following:  

That it’s not too much text but still essential. That you get it short and consistent. That you get all that’s really 

important. And that it’s not very much text, it’s easier to show and to grasp if it’s less text. Not tight between the 

words. No complicated words. 

The analyst said:  

That it’s readable and that you can see what has happened. 

It should be understandable without any required pre-existing knowledge of how something 

works. In addition to the simplicity of the design, the eye movement pattern of reading the 

events should not be too complex. This is something the other prosecutor mentions: 

If I imagine the correct situation for its use it needs to be perspicuous. That it’s easily followed. A given event, them 

as well. But clarity that’s A and O, because that’s often the issue. 

This confirms the need for having an appropriate visual composition of the data to provide an 

overview of what happened. This should also be combined with the previous statements of 
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having a logical composition of the values from the columns and that the values are displayed in 

a user-friendly manner. The same prosecutor adds the following regarding the overview: 

That you read from left to right and on one row, I think that would’ve been better to have as a model to gain an 

overview so that it’ll be easier to read. The important is to see each row by itself, de need to distinguishable, the 

same applies to the pre-existing and following row. 

When a user’s behavior is described through events committed within a system, the order of the 

events is important. Understanding the sequence of what occurred and what the user saw enables 

the possibility of understanding the reason and thought process. Therefore, seeing the row by 

themselves, isolated and distinguishable, would be beneficial for an artifact that visualizes the 

events.  

The choice of method when presenting a visualization model could either be digital or by 

physical means such as a printout on a piece of paper. In the todays standard uses of using log 

event data in the judicial system is with paper. From excel, a series of events could be printed out 

on multiple pieces of papers that need to be sorted for the relevant actors at the place of 

presentation. One of the prosecutors said the following regarding a digitalized tool:  

Under the investigation, I might not have such great joy all times of a digital log that I have to get up there all of 

the time, and it will be troublesome to read on a screen. Then I’d rather want it as a printout, but I want a digital 

version too, because if it goes to court, I’d want to be able to present it quickly. Even be able to import it to power 

point or any other kind of presentation tool. 

Shortly afterwards, he added: 

PowerPoint, facilitates for everyone and makes it easier for everyone, for the audience, with screens to see. So I want 

both. I’ve been sitting a few times and messed with logs in paper format and then there’s a disruption, and that’s 

not good. 

The current method of printing out the events to a piece of paper serves its purpose and fulfills 

its functionality as evidence material. However, having a digital option of displaying the events as 

a supplement would enable more flexibility and adaption to the respondents needs in a court 

case. This could be managed with a software such as PowerPoint or any other tool that enables 

presentations.  

With the available methods of displaying evidence material, there’s a line of what’s efficiently 

portrayed and what’s appropriate and suitable within a courtroom. If the material is too flaunty, it 

could be questioned or distracting. If it’s too complicated and not user adapted, it could not be 

fully understood which could affect the result of a court case. With a digitalized tool that could 

present log event data it would enable an easier walkthrough of the events that took place by the 

prosecutor. However, it would challenge the integrity and validity of the data. When it comes to a 

digital tool, one of the prosecutors mentions the following: 

I also need to have it all. We in the investigation need to have a complete log manuscript. Because however we 

process it later, somewhere we need to have the main material. 
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When presenting the log event data, the prosecutors are in full responsibility of what’s displayed. 

Therefore, if any presented evidence would be questioned by their integrity, they need to have 

the whole log extraction available. This would be particularly more vital when displaying log 

event data in a separate format. In some cases, the security analysts have to attend to court to 

verify the data to the extent possible.  

Important features  

Besides the needs on the visualization model, the respondents were asked what they felt was 

important to include in a tool that would facilitate the use of log event data. Especially what was 

important to them in their roles towards the use of log event data. For one of the prosecutors, 

being able to see it all was a priority. He said the following:  

Since an overview is A and O, and that means that you have to choose what’s important, and that’s what’s your 

challenge – to show many different things, the things that are important. That applies a lot to the extracted log 

events, and then you include everything. This is what makes logs, then you include a lot, you don’t need everything, 

just in this case, but I get everything. 

The ones that are important to the prosecutor vary depending on the case, which is why using 

the entire set of columns from the extracted log events assures that there’s nothing missing. Since 

the importance of values from different attributes is dynamic, the design of them has either to be 

responsive, interactive or they all share the same prerequisites. If an attribute would stand out 

more than the other, it could cause distraction or divert the desired focus.  

Potential issues 

With evidence that’s presented in court, it contributes to illustrating something that has occurred 

– it establishes a perspective; point of view. With this perspective, it’s important that it’s not 

portrayed falsely where it’s misleading. This is something one of the prosecutors’ mention: 

When you select information, some information that you think is important, then you have put yourself in a 

troublesome situation and it’s always the one that’s prosecuted and the information, and those I cannot verify.  

When selecting the information that’s going to be showcased of an event, that’s the 

understanding of the event that the audience will get. It’s the perspective that’s relayed. This 

could be risky since there’s a lot more information regarding an event that could have value.  

With a complete and functional design of displaying log event data, there are issues that could 

occur in the future. The analyst mentions the following: 

Firstly, after this would’ve been applied and working, then it would be to maintain it if there are any changes to the 

systems. 

If a model were to receive data from the audit log, the data and the format tend to change over 

time due to system updates and development and adding new systems. This is something that 

would cause issues if the model would include a larger number of unique attributes or if the log 

data generated by the system. In addition, since the log event data is made into an excel-file 

before being relayed to the investigators at the department of internal investigations, the data 

format of the values have already been converted since it’s all in plain text.  
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Due to the large amount of different systems and the values they can possess, there’s possibility 

that the model isn’t able to contain all the relevant information. In addition, depending on the 

event that takes place also determines what kind use case the model is used for. This is something 

one of the security analysts suspect would be the greatest issue: 

I believe that it would be hard to cover all the types of questions of use cases. There are so many different 

prerequisites, but there are some that are very reoccurring. There can be many different questions 

The different use cases would be the different event types that may occur. When a user commits 

to a READ, the outcome and result usually is the same; information is retrieved to the user. This 

may vary depending on the system and other factors. However, if the user commits to an 

operation such as UPDATE there might be multiple log posts that are created to include the 

related information which could prove to be hard to include in a visualization model.   
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APPENDIX F: First idea drafts 
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